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 Abstract 
 
This Major Qualifying Project consists of the design of the new upperclassman 
residence hall for Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI). The project covers several 
aspects of the design of the structural system and the management process; such as the 
design of the members and the design of the foundation from a structural perspective, 
Time & Schedule, and cost estimation from a project management side. A steel structure 
was designed and excel spreadsheets were developed to calculate the size of the members 
needed. Foundation design was also covered, and spread footing foundation was 
proposed. Primavera was the main computer software used for management and cost 
estimation purposes. The cost estimation of the building was computed for both steel and 
reinforced concrete structures even though the structure was designed using steel as the 
main construction material. 
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 Capstone Design Experience 
 
Our capstone design investigated the structural design and the project 
management activities of the WPI New Residence Hall.  
In this project according to the cost estimation analysis, steel structure was chosen 
over the concrete structure because it has lower cost. Based on the cost analysis for a 23’ 
x 18’ bay in the first floor, the cost of material, labor and equipment for the specified bay 
was determined. On the other hand, based on the concrete needs (cubic yard) for the 
specified bay, the cost for the concrete structure was calculated and it was compared with 
the cost of steel structure. At the end, the costs of both steel and concrete structures of the 
specified bay were applied to the whole building then it was found that the steel structure 
was cheaper than the concrete structure by $650,000. After it was considered that the 
steel was the logical material to be used, time & scheduling activities were done for only 
steel structure. 
Throughout the design of the steel structure, there were different bays on each 
floor that were chosen based on the column locations. The number of beams that would 
support the interior part of each bay was selected based on the size of the bay and the 
tributary area that each beam should support and in this project it was tried to keep the 
limit of each beams tributary area less than 10 ft
2
. 
There are two possible methods to design the girders and columns, tributary area 
method (based on the tributary area that each girder or column would support regardless 
of any concentrated loads acting on them) and concentrated load method (based on the 
 concentrated load acting on girders due to the beams or acting columns due to the girders 
and cantilevers ). In this project the concentrated load method was chosen because it is 
more accurate. 
In this project in order to design the floor slab, a composite floor system was 
chosen. Basically in composite system there is a specified thickness of concrete slab 
which would be poured on top of the metal decking. Similar to reinforced concrete slab, 
in composite metal decking, concrete is used because it is strong in compression, and the 
metal decking is used because it is strong in tension. The advantage of this system over 
reinforced concrete slab is that it is easier to install and the overall cost is cheaper than 
reinforced concrete.  
In this project the metal decking is chosen to be corrugated because it has more 
bending capacity than the flat top decking and it would make a better bounding with 
concrete so it would have a better shear resistance. The metal decking and the concrete 
slab are connected to each other by shear studs which provide more shear resistance and 
it would allow the concrete and the metal decking to work together as one stronger 
system. 
 In this project green roof system was chosen and there are some advantages of 
that: 
1. Green roof reduces and delays storm water runoffs. 
2. Reduces the level of Carbone Dioxide in the air. 
3. Provides insulation for the roof. Therefore, the usage of heat and air 
conditioning decreases. 
 4. Increases life expectancy of rooftop waterproofing due to protection from 
ultraviolet rays and mechanical impacts. 
5. Assists the owner to achieve a LEED certification. 
In this project the elevator shaft is located between two beams and the distance 
between the beams (tributary area of the beam in that bay) is 7’8‖. The width of the 
elevator cart was chosen to be 6’8‖ so it would fit in between the beams and it would 
have one foot of space for mechanical purposes. 
For the method of scheduling, fast track method was chosen because it decreases 
the time from concept to completion notably and it allows developing the investment 
much quicker than a usual delivery system.  
In foundation design, a spread footing foundation was chosen because the total 
spread footing area was calculated to be less than the area of the foot-print of the 
building. In that case, the price of spread footing would be cheaper than the Mat or other 
foundations. 
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Executive Summary  
 
             Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) has launched a new project which will help to 
accommodate incoming students for the following academic years. 
 The WPI New Residence Hall will be located between Boynton and Dean Streets and 
will be an apartment style for upperclassmen. Apartments will contain 4-person apartments with 
full kitchen, living room, compartmentalized bathroom and either single or double bedrooms.  
The goal of this MQP is designing the structure and managing the project by using 
Construction Project Management and Structural Engineering skills. 
Cost is one of the most important factors that should be considered in every project. By 
using the cost estimating skills, the cost of the New WPI Residence Hall with a steel structure 
and also with a concrete structure was calculated and it was found that it would cost more to for 
a concrete structure. As the result the cost of the steel structure was estimated to be $5,950,568 
and concrete structure was estimated to be $6,596,166.   
Time is other factor that should be considered in all the projects. The project manager 
should make sure that the project would finish on time based on a given deadline. Primavera was 
software that was used to schedule the predicted time for the different steps of the project. It was 
estimated that it would take 399 work days in order to complete the WPI New Residence Hall 
project.  
In order to start a safe construction project, permits need to be taken from the 
government. For this project the permits were provided by different departments of the 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts and City of Worcester. For example, Massachusetts Uniform 
Application for Permit to do Plumbing is a permit that is needed for plumbing reasons.      
Based on the cost estimation analysis, steel structure was chosen over the concrete 
structure because it has lower cost. In order to design the steel structure, each floor of the 
building was divided into bays with different sizes and based on the live and dead loads of 
different bays, the beams, girders and columns were designed. There were different sizes of 
beams, girders and columns designed for each bay. As a result, for bay 4, beam F-3.2 to G-3.2 is 
the biggest member size (33x118) that was designed for this project. For convenience of 
calculation for the right beam, girder and column sizes, excel spread sheets were used. Also for 
the slab of each floor, a 4.5‖ concrete slab with corrugated metal decking was designed.  
In order to design the foundation, a soil profile was provided based on the standard 
penetration test for three boreholes. Based on the soil profile, the foundation of this building was 
designed to be spread footings. After calculations and using different spread sheets such as the 
Terzaghi and Vesic spread sheet, three different sizes (6’ thick with 14’x14’, 3’ thick with 
11’x11’, 2’ thick with 10’x10’) of foundation for different columns of the building were 
designed.  
 Also an elevator shaft and a stair case were designed for this project. The elevator shaft is 
required to support a load of 13 kips (due to the elevator cart and the counterweight) and load of 
the elevator mechanical room which is 125 psf. The elevator cart was chosen to have a load 
capacity of 3000 lbs and an insider car area of 31.7 square feet (6’8‖ wide x 4’9‖ deep).     
In this project, detail calculations and explanations of structural design and construction project 
management were indicated in the next chapters. 
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1.0 Introduction  
 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) has launched a new project that consists of a new 
residence hall between Boynton and Dean St. According to the WPI website, the new residence 
hall is a 103610 sq. ft and five story building that will house approximately 232 students (WPI 
NewResHall Facts and Figures, 2007). The building will consist of 4 person apartments with 
full kitchens, living rooms, bathrooms and either single or double bedrooms. It will also include 
recreation and fitness spaces. Figure 1 is futuristic image of the finished building.  
 
Figure 1. Futuristic image of the WPI New Residence Hall. 
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2.0 Background  
 
The new residence hall is specifically designed for upperclassmen students, juniors, and 
seniors. According to Janet Richardson, the Vice President of Student Affairs and Campus Life 
at WPI, the building is designed to suit the student’s needs and expectations and to provide a 
friendly environment which will push the upperclassmen students to remain on campus and 
participate in campus life. 
As stated on the WPI website (WPI, NewResHall-Facts and Figures, 2007), this building 
is considered to be a ―green‖ building; therefore, it was designed under the leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) program where approximately 95% of the materials used 
were recyclable.  
Moreover, the construction of the parking garage is going to solve some of the parking 
issues. Some advantages of new parking place are less traffic during morning rush hours, more 
parking spots for the visitors etc. 
2.1 Objective 
 
The main purpose of this project was to come up with the most efficient structural design 
that can be used to suit the needs of WPI. Therefore, different schemes were evaluated in order 
to provide the most economical design. This project includes a cost estimation analysis of both 
steel structure and reinforced concrete structure in order to decide from a management 
perspective which structure is more cost effective. 
12 
 
This project covered both structural and management aspects.  For the structural part, it 
covered the steel structure design of the building and the foundation design according to the 
Massachusetts Sate Building Code.  The project management aspects took into account the cost 
estimation and the construction schedule of the building.  
 
2.1.1 The Massachusetts State Building Code 
 
The Massachusetts State Building Code (6
th
 edition) was used as a reference for all 
aspects of design. 
The Massachusetts State Building Code is published by the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts (Mass, 2007) and It is considered to be the reference for any design and 
construction work in the state. It includes all the regulations and laws which apply to 
construction and it is based on the National Building Code published by the Building Officials 
and Code Administrators, International (BOCA, 2007). 
2.1.2 Leadership in Energy and Environmental design (LEED) 
 
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 
System, developed by the U.S. Green Building Council, provides a suite of standards for 
environmentally sustainable construction. (USGBC, 2007).  
LEED was created to accomplish the following issues: 
1. Define "green building" by establishing a common standard of measurement  
2. Promote integrated, whole-building design practices  
3. Recognize environmental leadership in the building industry  
13 
 
4. Stimulate green competition  
5. Raise consumer awareness of green building benefits  
6. Transform the building market 
In recent years, WPI decided to build new structures as a LEED structure by following 
the LEED Structure guide in order to make environmental friendly building. This approach of 
using the LEED Standards to construct new buildings identifies WPI as an environmentally 
friendly campus. 
2.1.3 Green Roof System 
 
Green roof systems assist a building owner to achieve a LEED certification. A green roof 
is a roof of a building that is covered with plants over a waterproofing membrane, root barrier 
membrane, drainage and irrigation systems.  
When implementing a green roof, structural and load bearing capacity, plant selection, as 
well as, waterproofing and drainage system should be considered. Figure 2 provides a typical 
green roof layout with a list of the materials that are included when designing a green roof. 
 
Figure 2. Green Roof layout. 
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A typical green roof could be built in different ways which are outlined below: 
Extensive Green Roofs:  lighter than intensive green roofs. Soil depth is 1-6 inches and 
weight load 15 – 50 psf. The plants used are usually low to the ground like grass and short 
flowers. 
Intensive Green Roofs:  heavier than extensive green roofs. Soil depth is typically 6-24 
inches (or more) and weight load is 80-150 psf. The plants used can be of any kind even trees 
could also be used. 
Green Roofs have lots of advantages, below is a list of some of the advantages provided 
by green roofs: 
6. Green roofs reduce and delay storm water runoffs. 
7. Reduce the level of Carbone Dioxide in the air. 
8. Provide insulation for the roof. Therefore, less usage of heat and air conditioning. 
9. Increase life expectancy of rooftop waterproofing due to protection from 
ultraviolet rays and mechanical impacts. (Dow, 2005) 
2.1.4 Foundation design 
Foundation is one of the most important parts of the design of a structure, because it has 
the responsibility to transfer the structure loads from the columns to the soil. In that case, the 
designer should make sure to use a right type of foundation. Generally there are two different 
types of foundations, Shallow Foundations and Deep Foundations.  
2.1.5 Shallow Foundation 
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The Shallow foundation is a type of foundation which transfers the loads from the 
structure to the top layers of the ground. The most popular types of shallow foundation are Mat-
slab foundation and Spread footing. 
 
1. Mat Foundation 
Mat foundation is a type of foundation which is used when the soil has poor and irregular 
conditions, and when the building loads are so extensive. For mat foundations there would be a 
specific thickness of concrete slab under the whole area of the building, and there would be 
reinforcements within the concrete slab. (Suite101, 2007). 
2. Spread Footings 
A spread footing or pad footing is used to support a single point of contact, such 
as under a pier, column or a post and it is made with reinforced concrete (3000 - 5000 psi 
compression). The shape of a spread footing could be square, rectangle or circular and 
they would have different size and thickness according to the applied column load and 
the soil conditions that they are located on.  
2.1.6 Deep Foundation 
Deep foundations are distinguished from shallow foundations by the depth they are 
embedded into the ground. There are different terms used to describe different types of deep 
foundations including piles, drilled shafts, caissons, and piers. Deep foundations can be made out 
of timber, steel, reinforced concrete and pre-tensioned concrete. Deep foundations can be 
installed by either driving them into the ground or drilling a shaft and filling it with concrete, 
mass or reinforcements.                                      
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2.1.7 Choosing the foundation Type 
The type of foundation that should be chosen for a project depends on many variables; 
use of the structure, size of project, location of project which effects the soil properties of that 
place. Usually deep foundation is used when the top layers of soil under the structure are not 
strong enough to hold the structure, in that case they use deep foundation to have supports from 
the lower layers of soil which are stronger and have higher bearing capacity. If the top soil layers 
have big enough bearing capacity for the structure, then shallow foundation could be considered 
for the project.  
As it was described before there are different types of shallow foundations. Two of the 
ones that will be considered in this project are mat foundation and spread footings.  In order to 
select one of these two types, the cost is a big factor that should be considered.  
For mat foundation a lot of concrete and reinforcements need to be used because concrete 
covers the whole base area of the building. On the other hand for spread footing, the concrete 
and reinforcements only cover where the columns would be located and they transfer the load 
from the column to the soil. The size of a spread footing is dependent on the magnitude of the 
load and the bearing capacity of the soil.  If the total area of the spread footings covers more than 
half the building foot-print, then a mat foundation is more economical since the savings in labor 
cost will offset the increased material cost and it would be more convenient for the labor. And if 
the area of the spread footings cover less than half of the building foot-print, then the spread 
footing would be more desirable since mat foundation would be more expensive than the spread 
footings because of usage of more materials. 
17 
 
Soil Profile 
Geotechnical soil reports (soil profiles) are also called Soil reports are determined by 
civil engineers who have experience in geotechnical engineering. The soil reports help to 
understand the soil properties of the layers of the earth. The soil reports should be provided 
before the construction starts and they help to design the foundation of the building. There are 
many methods to determine the soil profile such as; test pits, drilling core samples and driving 
steel rods into the soil. In this project, standard penetration test is used to determine the soil 
conditions.  
Standard Penetration Test 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) is mainly used to provide information like strength, 
stiffness, density and depth of different soil layers. Normally before any construction, the 
geotechnical engineers would choose different spots (boreholes) on the ground where the 
foundation of the building will be located and they apply the SPT. At each borehole they would 
drive a steel tube with specified dimensions vertically in to the ground by hitting the steel tube 
with a specified force and mean while they would count the number of blows (hits) per foot and 
they would record it. At a depth that the number of blows per foot is greater, the density of soil is 
higher and that results in higher bearing capacity for the soil at that depth. 
 
2.2 Project Management Activities 
 
Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to a 
broad range of activities in order to meet the requirements of the particular project. A project is a 
temporary endeavor undertaken to achieve a particular aim. Project management knowledge and 
practices are best described in terms of their component processes. These processes can be 
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placed into five Process Groups: Initiating, Planning, Executing, Controlling and Closing. 
(NCSU.EDU, 2007)
 
Project Management activities are important to control the project and meet the 
requirements that are specified by the architect and the structural engineer. There are many 
issues that will be reflected by the project manager but the most important topics include life 
cycle cost, time, scheduling, and permits. 
1. The objectives of any project management program are briefly listed below: 
2. Making sure that projects are delivered within certain budget 
3. Making sure that projects are delivered within certain schedule 
4. Attention on the quality solutions 
5. Reduced errors 
6. Improve effectiveness 
7. Appropriate risk management and internal controls 
8. Continuous process improvement via collaboration 
9. Implementing project communications and oversight (FIN, 2007) 
2.2.1 Life Cycle Cost 
The main concern in the construction business is the finance and how adequate money 
flows in the project. While predicting the project cost, project manager must use some forecast to 
balance the actual money and the expenses. If the forecast is not accurate enough and doesn’t 
meet the requirements then there will be a big problem for both contractors and owner; 
furthermore, project may not be completed at all. 
Life cycle cost is a mathematical method used to form or support a decision and it is 
usually employed when deliberating on a selection of options. It is an auditable financial ranking 
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system for mutually exclusive alternatives which can be used to promote the desirable and 
eliminate the undesirable in a financial environment. (Bull, 1992)  
In order to make adequate financial balance, project manager must receive detailed 
information about the project on time and without any mistakes.  
There are three common methods that are used to check the life cycle cost and to 
determine whether the investment is logical or not: 
 Simple payback: defined as the time taken for the return on an investment to repay 
the investment. 
 Net present value: defined as the sum of money that needs to be invested today to 
meet all future financial requirements as they arise throughout the life of the 
investment. 
 Internal rate of return: defined as the percentage earned on the amount of capital 
invested in each year of the life of the project after allowing for the repayment of the 
sum originally invested. (Hundal, 2001) 
2.2.2 Time & Scheduling 
A project, in general, is defined as a one-time job that has a starting point, ending point, 
scope and budget. Scheduling is a very important tool to understand the time and cost. The main 
idea behind the time & schedule concern is fitting the project in order and building it within an 
agenda. Overall planning of the project is based on cost analysis and the cost analysis is based on 
time & schedule.  
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2.2.3 Permits 
 
According to Cape Cod Commission (2002) ―Building permit means an official document of 
certification issued by the building official which authorizes the construction, alteration, 
enlargement, conversion, reconstruction, remodeling, rehabilitation, erection, demolition, 
moving or repair of a building or structure. In the case of a change in use or occupancy of an 
existing building or structure, the term shall specifically include Certificates of Occupancy and 
Occupancy Permits, as those terms are defined by county bylaw. The terms building permit and 
certificate of occupancy permit also mean those municipal permits which are equivalent to the 
county permits, regardless of the names by which they are called within a municipality‖ (Exhibit 
1, Model Impact Fee Bylaw).   
 
In this case, Worcester County permit regulations are applied to the WPI new residence 
hall project. In order to get permit for specific building, criteria must meet the requirements. 
Furthermore, there are many design and condition aspects that are usually inspected by the city 
executive inspectors at the laboratories and in case of any failure, permits will not be approved.  
There are many types of permits according to the purpose of the building. Required 
sample permits and their definitions are explained in permit section of this project. 
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3.0 Project Management activities for the WPI Residence Hall 
 
The background chapter included a brief definition about the management activities that 
usually occur when a new project is taking place. However, this section consists of a detailed 
explanation that shows the importance of a good project management profile. In addition, it was 
necessary to conduct research on some of the project achieved on campus that have similar 
structure and format, in order to develop management criteria for this new residence hall. It was 
also important to get a better understanding of the company that is responsible of accomplishing 
this current project; therefore, a profile about Gilbane Construction Company was also included 
in this section. 
3.1 Project Management 
 
Project Management is the discipline of organizing and managing resources in such a 
way that the project is completed within defined scope, quality, time and cost constraints 
(Foxhall W. B., 1996). A project is a temporary and one-time endeavor undertaken to create a 
unique product or service, which brings about beneficial change or added value. This property of 
being a temporary and one-time undertaking contrasts with processes, or operations, which are 
permanent or semi-permanent ongoing functional work to create the same product or service 
over and over again. The management of these two systems is often very different and requires 
varying technical skills and philosophy, hence requiring the development of project management 
(NCSu.EDU, 2007).  
In the professional life, the contracting process has three main participants; owner of the 
project, designer, contractor team CM (Lester, 1991). All participants have unique 
responsibilities in order to execute the projects. CM or GC (General Contractor) counsels rest of 
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the participant from the beginning of design and project management process till completing the 
project.  
In addition, there are some differences between the development of a building and the 
construction management. Scheduling, packaging of contracts and life cycle cost, excluding the 
development of the building itself, are the instruments that are used by the CM. Construction 
Project Management and General Contractor terms are slightly different. Construction project 
management is responsible for coordinating and communicating in the entire project process, 
minimizing the project and cost, maintaining the project quality. On the other hand, General 
Contractor is an independent contractor. The General Contractor operates sub-project such as 
electrical, mechanical, in its own behalf (Clough, CPM, 1979). Provided below, Figure 3 show 
the CM hierarchy and the participants in the project process and Figure 4 show the GC hierarchy 
and the participants in the project process.  
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Figure 3. Construction management hierarchy and the participants in the project process. 
 
 
 
       Figure 4. General contractor hierarchy and the participants in the project process. 
 
Additionally, it is important to mention that the CM firms are not responsible for the 
design but they help in the design period. While the design process is running, CM supplies the 
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designer and project owner with the most efficient economical usage of the material (such as 
steel, concrete, wood etc.) and method. Moreover, the firm also points out potential accessibility 
to material, labor force etc. 
 Furthermore, coordination and communication of the project is responsible for CM. CM 
firm should organize the relationship between the project owner, designer, construction team, 
material and equipment vendors, and external parties governmental regulatory agencies. (Clough 
, 1979).  If there is any leak (secret information) in the organization then the construction project 
might fail and the project may not be completed. 
 Every construction business contains its own uncertainties. Knowledge, experience and 
teamwork lead to the professional job in the project management and the completion of every 
step effectively, reducing uncertainties as well as risks. Some of the uncertainties in the 
construction business arise due to:  
1 Extreme fragmentation of the industry, which comprises over 100,000 general 
contractors, many of whom are small, undercapitalize, and financially unstable. 
2 The prevalence of subcontracting, whereby specialized trades per from as much as 
90% of the work. 
3 The unsophisticated or poor management skills, and inherent inefficiencies in the 
industry caused by complex laws and regulations, multi-unions, and the seasonal 
nature of the industry in places where construction can be affected by weather. 
4 The sharp escalation in construction costs, which places a premium on shortening the 
construction time. 
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5 The inability of architects and contractors to provide effective schedule and cost 
control methods and to deliver the project on the time and within the budget, because 
of their conventional roles. (Stanley Goldhaber, 1977) 
 
Another important concern is the factors that affect the project’s success. In today’s world 
technology, economical and financial planning are major concerns for the project success. 
Moreover, inflation, construction speed and size of the project are important keys that support 
the major elements needed for the success of the project.  
Technology has been involved in the construction projects since the 1970s and modern 
building ideas lead to the usage of the technological advances.  Nowadays, many software and 
computer models analysis are used more commonly in the design process giving more choices to 
the designer and the project manager in order to see more detailed analysis of materials 
subsystems, and methods, etc.  
  Construction Project Management is an important issue in the construction business and 
every year, CM becomes more challenging to finalize adequate construction projects (Foxhall W. 
B., 1996).  
 
2.2 Significant Construction Projects at WPI  
In recent years, WPI was expanding significantly according to its needs. It is important to 
analyze previous construction projects such as WPI Campus Center, WPI New Admission 
Building: Bartlett Center, Gateway Park, in order to better understand the necessity of the new 
WPI Residence Hall.   
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3.2.1 WPI Campus Center 
 
The construction of WPI Campus Center began in the fall of 1999 and was completed in 
the beginning of 2001. Gilbane Construction Company was the CM firm on behalf of WPI as the 
owner’s representative in the project. Campus Center was built in a site bordered by Olin Hall, 
Higgins Laboratories, Alumni Gym and Higgins House. 
The cost of the project was $17 million where 35 different subcontractors were involved 
in the construction process. Campus Center Project was successfully completed in the specified 
time and budget (WPI NEWS, 2007). 
3.2.2 WPI New Admission Building: Bartlett Center 
  
Bartlett Center is the first WPI building to be registered with the U.S. Green Building 
Council (USGB), a national organization that certifies buildings that are green, are sustainable, 
and protect the environment. The architects, CBT /Childs, Bertman Tseckares Inc., Boston, 
designed the building using the following USGB guidelines:  
1. Using local building materials  
2. Using renewable building materials  
3. Increasing recycling of construction materials  
4. Reducing energy costs over the scores of years it will operate  
5. Making better work environments for employees (WPI, 2007) 
 
The Bartlett Center is a two story building, expanded over 16,589-square-foot, and located at 
east end of the WPI Quadrangle. Gilbane Construction Company was the CM firm of the Bartlett 
Center.  The picture of the new admission building, Bartlett Center is shown in Figure 5. 
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      Figure 5. Bartlett Center. 
 
 
3.2.3 Gateway Park 
  
 Gateway Park is a joint venture of Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) and the 
Worcester Business Development Corporation (WBDC). Located in Worcester, near the 
intersection of I-190 and I-290, Gateway Park is designed as an 11 acre, mixed-use destination 
for life sciences and biotech companies and the people who work for them. The picture of WPI 
Gateway Park is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. WPI Gateway Park. 
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The project includes: five life sciences buildings totaling 500,000 square feet of flexible, 
adaptable lab space designed to meet the needs of research organizations, 241,000 sq. ft. of 
market rate, loft condominiums as well as several planned retail establishments. Project cost is 
estimated $55 million and Federal and state funding (EPA, EDA, Infrastructure and Research 
Funds) invested in the projects equal more than $15 million. (WPI, 2007) 
2.3 Gilbane Construction Company 
Gilbane Construction Company is a family-owned nationwide construction and 
development company.   Gilbane Company was founded in 1873 by William Gilbane and his 
brothers as a general contractor in Providence, Rhode Island.  
In the early 1900s, William H. Gilbane took control of the company and steered it 
through the lean times of the Great Depression. In the 1930s, his sons Thomas and William 
joined the company and made Gilbane’s reputation as a pioneer in construction management — 
first with major defense projects during World War II, and then with the Smithsonian’s National 
Air and Space Museum, which opened on time and budget in Washington, D.C. on July 4, 1976.  
In 1970 Gilbane expanded its services and formed the development unit now known as 
Gilbane Development Company (GILBANE CONSTRUCTION INC., 2007). WPI has been 
accomplished many projects with Gilbane Construction Company since 1990s.  
Gilbane Construction Company has a wide-ranging CM service which gives construction 
management, program management, design-build, general contracting services to its clients.  
It has 25 different offices all around the nation and profiting annual $2.5 billion. Over the 
years, Gilbane Construction Company has been increased its reputation due to the successful 
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projects, furthermore, company ranked 10
th
 largest building constructor in United States 
according to the ENR (Foxhall W. B., 1996).  
In addition, Gilbane Construction Company has considerable experience on higher 
education buildings, hospitals. Transportation, federal/public buildings, sport facilities and 
financial institutions.   
Finally, the following list shows Gilbane Construction Company’s feature projects in 
New England region:  
1. Keene State College Science Building  
2. Fidelity Investments, 245 Summer Street  
3. Jordan Hospital Pavilion  
4. Worcester Trial Court  
5. Concord Hospital - East & North Wings  
6. Connecticut Convention Center 
7. St. Vincent's Medical Center Master Plan Phase I  
8. Fenway Park Renovations  
9. GTECH Center  
10. Providence Schools Master Plan  
11. Harvard University Allston Campus - Utility Delivery Systems (GILBANE 
PROJECTS, 2007). 
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2.4 Construction Management at Risk 
 
 Construction Management at risk (CM at risk) is a project delivery system that refers to 
production of construction relationship between construction contractor, owner and the designer. 
Construction Management at risk is usually one of the delivery methods that involve liability of 
construction manager to complete the project within Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) 
(CSCOS, 2007). 
The construction industry has more uncertainty and complex risk formation than other type 
of business. Additionally, many external factors must be considered in order to reduce risk at the 
construction. Furthermore, hiring CM as early as possible may increase the strength of the 
project and has a great influence to understand both sides, owner-CM, during the project. 
In order to maintain sufficient CM at risk, investor needs to consider every detail properly. 
Investments are concerned with: 
1. Annual Yield 
2. Capital Value 
3. Growth in capital values over both the short and the long term 
4. Total return 
5. Outgoings (Norman, 1993) 
Forecasting is another factor that must be considered to reduce risk in the project from 
investor. Also, forecasting is not mathematical evolution of trends but regression analysis with 
certain techniques or dynamic programming. It is the key element to understand benefits of the 
project for investors. In the successful projects, most efficient way is the looking at the past 
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experiences that owner faced up and predict forecast about the future by gained information.  At 
the Figure 7, the forecasting processes is shown (BTF, 2007). 
 
 
 
    Figure 7. The forecasting process. 
 
In manufacturing and construction industry; risk is defined as widespread to all aspects of the 
investment decision. The investor needs some knowledge in any emergency cases (such as 
economical uncertainty, unpredictability financial market, and possibility of downturn in the 
economic conditions), so risk position can be determined. 
Typical risks on a construction project include: 
1. Failure to complete within the stipulated design and construction time 
2. Failure to obtain the expected outline planning, detailed planning or building code/ 
regulation approvals within the time allowed in the design program me 
3. Unforeseen adverse ground conditions delaying the project 
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4. Exceptionally inclement weather delaying the project 
5. Strike by the labor force 
6. Unexpected price rises for labor and materials 
7. Failure to let to a tenant upon completion 
8. An accident to an operative on site causing physical injury 
9. Latent defects occurring in the structure trough poor workmanship 
10. A claim from the contractor for loss and expense caused by the late production of 
design details by the design team 
11. Failure to complete the project within the client’s budget allowance (Norman, 1993) 
WPI New Resident Hall project is well defined and logical choice for WPI’s long term 
development. Every year, unknown incoming freshmen need more accommodation. In this case, 
WPI hired Gilbane Construction Company which has done many construction projects for WPI 
before.  If there will be no unexpected phenomenon such as unexpected delays or surprises, WPI 
New Residence Hall will be completed in stated budged and time. 
 
2.5 Permits 
 
Permits are the rules that define the minimum acceptable level of safety for construction 
projects and they allow the enforcement of codes which are provided by the state or country. 
When someone wants to invest in a building project, the building has to be built according to the 
building codes and the permits, therefore the building permits should be provided before the 
construction starts. The purpose of the building permits are safety and protection of public 
health.  
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 Before any construction or remodeling work begins, the zoning permits have to be 
provided. The Zoning Enforcement Officer can illuminate codes requirements. The building 
permits application should be taken for construction work. The typical questions answered for 
building applications are: ―Where the work will be done‖, ―What work will be done‖, and ―How 
the work will be done‖. The drawings, sketches and other plans of the building should be 
submitted for review. If the building is in agreement with the zoning code, building application 
and other applicable laws, then the application is accepted. If not, the application is denied. 
When results are refused, the application must be corrected again and submitted for a second 
review.  
The owner of the building must post the permit notice card on the construction site. Any 
changes should be noticed by the Code Official. Changes are reviewed and approved by the 
Code Official. Each major part of the construction has to be inspected by the Code Official to 
make sure the codes are correctly used. Each inspection must be requested by the person who is 
responsible for the construction. The certificate of occupancy is issued by the inspector when the 
code compliance is determined. This certificate gives permission to complete the construction 
with the safety standard of the township. Table 1 provides a list of the permits that are required 
for residential construction with a brief definition of each one; however Appendix F includes a 
copy of each of these permits applications. 
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Table 1 
Permits for residential construction. 
Permit name Brief definition 
Massachusetts State Building Code This code was established by governing the 
construction work in the Commonwealth and 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This code 
depends on the National Building Code published 
by Building Officials and Code Administrators 
(BOCA). 
Massachusetts Electrical Code This code is determined by the Commonwealth in 
order to all electrical work activities done. 
Basically these activates are; Installation, 
addition, replacement, or change in the design of 
an electrical system 
Massachusetts Plumping Code This code is also considered by the 
Commonwealth in order all plumping work done 
in the Commonwealth. 
Mechanical permit for installation, addition, replacement, or change 
in the design of a heating or air conditioning 
system 
Lexington Zoning By-Law This code is depended on the unique to each 
town. Basically, this code by-law is mostly to 
specify which uses are allowed to use for the 
town where these uses are allowed and controls 
are put on the these uses; building heights, 
parking requirements, setbacks. The each town 
accept own by-lays which govern uses of 
property which does not include the method of 
construction, that being under the scope of the 
above listed codes 
Zoning Permit Governs conformity to property zoning 
classification and setback requirements. 
Gas piping permit For installation, addition, replacement, or change 
in design of a gas piping system. This permit is 
typically issued to a gas piping contractor who 
does not also have a heating or plumbing license.  
Any gas piping done by a heating or plumbing 
contractor may be included under their 
mechanical or plumbing permit 
Sewer Service Approval Application for new sewer service or additions to 
existing sewer systems (new fixtures) should be 
made directly to the Metropolitan Sewerage 
District (MSD).   The Building Safety 
Development Services Center can provide 
assistance 
Grading Permit for disturbing areas of land 
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Water Service Approval Applications for new water service should be 
made directly to the Asheville Buncombe Water 
Authority.  The Building Safety Development 
Services Center can provide assistance 
Driveway Access Permit for a driveway connection to a city street 
 
 
2.6 Fast Track 
 
Fast Track is a method of scheduling approach in which the sequencing of construction 
activities enables some portions of the project to begin before the design is completed on other 
portions of the project. The process of fast track is shown in Figure 8. The normal process of 
construction scheduling involves the performance of a series of discrete functions, one after the 
other, in a predetermined sequential order.  
Time is a key element in the WPI New Residence Hall project. The construction method is 
chosen as Fast Track in the WPI New Residence Hall because this method decreases the time 
from concept to completion notably and allows developing the investment much quicker than a 
usual delivery system.        
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Figure 8. Fast Track process. 
 
          This is shown on the first line of the accompanying diagram (Normal Construction 
Schedule). Each activity is virtually completed before the next may be commenced. To perform 
all of these functions will take a certain amount of time (DCD, 2006). 
3.7 Project Management of WPI New Residence Hall 
 
 Today, construction is a project-oriented industry. Most work is carried out as a project, 
which means that facilities to be constructed or objectives to be achieved are designed and that 
an effort is then made to achieve these within certain time and cost parameters.  
One characteristic of projects is their continuous growth in size and complexity as 
technology advances. Complexity generates the necessity for specialization and since each 
specialist has his own jargon, specialization may lead to breakdown of communications. For 
example, in a project for the construction of a certain plant, many specialist such as; mechanical, 
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electrical, heating and ventilating, system engineers, civil engineers, may be involve to the 
project (Ahuja, 1994). 
Another characteristic of projects is the increasing importance of timely completion. If a 
company is trying to develop a certain product before a competitor can introduce a similar 
product into a market, the company must meet its own schedule or it may lose even its present 
market share. Today engineering design can be completed by modern computers must faster than 
before. Therefore, more organizations can quickly place more designs on the market, reducing 
the life of a design and increasing the necessity to plan and schedule. 
The cost of capital is another important factor that places a high emphasis on establishing 
a schedule and working to achieve its targets. No one can afford to lose interest on the 
investment in a project while it is unproductive. An effort has to make the investment productive 
as early as possible. Because of increased outlay, technical complexity, price escalation and 
longer spans, the element of risk in construction projects has increase. Financiers of large 
projects demand not only technical feasibility reports but also documented schedulers and 
reliable estimates to substantiate the management’s ability to execute and control the operations 
economically (Van Kempen, 1993). 
Time & Scheduling process of the WPI New Residence Hall is estimated and calculated 
by computer software called ―primavera‖ and all management activities are organized and placed 
according to the CSI index system in a logical way as shown in Figure 9. 
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    Figure 9. CSI index system. 
 
Life cycle cost of the WPI New Residence Hall is done by the construction estimating 
process which is widely described in Construction Cost Estimate book (Tumblin, 1990) and all 
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variables are shown in the spread sheets. Furthermore, detail observations and knowledge of 
process are shown in the next chapters of the project. 
3.8 Time & Scheduling Process of WPI New Residence Hall 
 
The purpose of time scheduling progress planning of the WPI New Residence Hall is to 
build a model that allows predicting which activities and resources are critical to the timely 
completion of the project.  
In order to understand Time & Scheduling process, it is important to identify procedure 
of Time & Scheduling and how it is organized for specific project. 
Time & Scheduling strategies may be implemented to ensure that activities and resources 
are managed properly, thus ensuring that the project will be delivered both ―on time‖ and ―within 
budget‖.   
WPI New Residence Hall project planning aims to:  
 Optimize time 
 Evaluate different methods 
 Optimize the use of resources 
 Provide an early warning of potential problems 
 Enable you to take proactive and not reactive action 
 Identify risks  
 Set priorities (Harris, 2005)
 
 
  
Planning helps to avoid the delayed or untimely completion of a project and thus prevent:  
 Increased project costs or reduction in scope and/or quality  
 Additional change over and/or operation costs  
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 Extensions of time claims  
 Loss of your client’s revenue  
 Contractual disputes and associated resolution costs  
 The loss of reputation of those involved in a project  
 Loss of a facility or asset in the event of a total project failure  
 
Specific Project Planning Metrics of the WPI New Residence Hall: 
There are three main components (Figure 10) that may be measured and controlled using 
planning and scheduling software:  
 Time  
 Cost  
 Effort (resources) (Harris, 2005)
 
 
 
 
 
                      Figure 10. Project planning components. 
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Other project management functions that are not traditionally managed with planning and 
scheduling software but may have components reflected in the schedule includes:  
 Document management and control,  
 Quality Management,  
 Contract Management,  
 Issue Management,  
 Risk Management 
 
Understanding the WPI New Residence Hall Project: 
Before the process of creating a project plan starts, it is important to have an understanding 
of the WPI New Residence Hall project and how it will be executed. On large, complex projects, 
this information is usually available from the following types of documents: 
 Project scope  
 Functional specification  
 Requirements baseline  
 Contract documentation  
 Plans and drawings  
 Project execution plan  
 Contracting and purchasing plan  
 Equipment lists  
 Installation plan  
 Testing plan (PRIMAVERA, 2007)  
It is important to gain a good understanding of the project process before starting to plan the 
WPI New Residence Hall project. You should also understand what level of reporting is 
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required. Providing too little or too much detail will often lead to the schedule being discarded or 
not being used.  
There are three processes required to create or maintain a plan of the project at each of the 
four levels: 
 Collecting the relevant project data.  
 Entering and manipulating the data in software. 
 Distributing the plan, reviewing and revising it. (PRIMAVERA, 2007)  
The ability of the scheduler to collect the data is as important as the ability to enter and 
manipulate the information using the software. On larger projects like WPI New Residence Hall, 
it may be necessary to write policies and procedures to ensure accurate collection of data from 
the various people, departments, stakeholders/companies, and sites (Harris, 2005).  
3.9 Cost Estimating Process of WPI New Residence Hall 
 
Estimating of construction work defines the process of calculating the quantities and 
costs of the various items entering into the work. 
As the estimate is made before the work is done, the estimated cost is only the probable 
cost and is never the actual cost. The agreement of the estimated cost with the actual cost will 
depend upon the skill and judgment of the estimator. Skill implies the accurate use of good 
estimating methods, and judgment implies the correct visualization of the work as it will be done 
(Ostwald, 1992). 
3.9.1 Kinds of Estimates 
 
An estimate of the cost of a construction job is the probable cost of that job as computed 
from the plans and specifications. There are several kinds of estimates as flows; 
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1.  A Detailed Estimate: which includes the quantities and cost of everything that a 
contractor is required to provide and do for the satisfactory completion of the work 
2. Unit –Quality Method: All the costs of a unit quantity of the item considered are found 
and summarized. Then the total cost for the item is found by multiplying the cost per unit 
quantity by the number of unit. 
3. Total-Quantity Method: The total quantities of each kind or class of material and labor 
needed are first found, then these quantities are multiplied by their individual costs and 
the results summed up. 
4. Complete Estimate: This is one that includes all costs relating to the work in addition to 
those included in the main contract and subcontracts. 
5. Architect’s or Engineer’s Estimate: This is made by the architect or engineer usually for 
the purposes of financing the work and for checking bids made by contractors. 
6. Progress Estimates: This estimate is made by the engineer at periodic intervals during the 
progress of the work determining the amounts of partial payments to be made to the 
contractor. 
7. Final Estimate: This is made by the engineer at the completion of the contract. The 
purpose of this estimate is to determine the amount of final payment due the contractor 
and also to determine the exact quantities that have been used (B.I.D&I.S., 2006). 
3.9.2 Preliminary Investigations of Cost Estimating 
 
Before preparing an estimate, the estimator should visit the site and make a study of the 
conditions there.  
The work of estimating may usually be divided into five essential subdivisions as follows: 
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1. Material: The preparation of a list of materials is known as the take-off. The estimator 
takes off the various materials from the plans and specifications and tabulates on quantity 
sheets all these different materials as to kind number, size, weight, volume or other units 
used. 
2. Labor: When preparing labor estimates, due allowances must be made for variations in 
wages, for vacations in the length of time (hours) required to do a certain item of work, 
for variations in working conditions, and for variations n the classes of labor required for 
different kinds of work 
3. Plant: A complete construction plant or equipment for any construction job will include 
all temporary building and structures, machinery and tools necessary for the work. 
4. Overhead: Overhead costs include such general office and other labor costs as are not 
considered as direct productive labor on the job overhead cost includes rents, general 
insurance, workmen’s compensation insurance, special security tax, office equipment and 
stationery, taxes. Legal expenses of plans and specifications etc (Atkinson, 1994 ). 
 
In brief, the main concerns in project management are keeping each activity on budget, time 
and satisfy of owners need. In order to apply these objectives to the building process of the WPI 
New Residence Hall advance methods must be used. These methods such as cost estimation, 
time & scheduling, steel design and foundation design explained in the next chapter. 
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4.0 Design  
 
  This project covers the design of steel structure for the New WPI Residence Hall which 
includes design of beams, girders, floor plates, and staircase and elevator shaft. Also foundation 
was another aspect of the design in this project; as a result of that a spread footing foundation 
was chosen for the building. Additionally, this project also covers the project management 
activities of the designed building which includes scheduling, cost estimation and permitting.  
As it was mentioned before, this building has five floors. The architectural drawing of the 
first floor is shown in the Figure 11 and the architectural drawing of the second to the fourth 
floor is shown in Figure 12. Each floor was divided into small bays according to the distribution 
of the columns. The bays for one part of the floor are shown in Figure 13. The other parts of the 
floor are symmetric of shown part. For each bay, beams girders, columns, floor plates and 
sometimes elevator or staircase were considered. The methodology also covered the foundation 
design and the cost estimating analysis. 
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Figure 11. First floor Plan. 
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Figure 12. Second to fourth floor plan. 
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Figure 13. Bays location in Left side and Middle side. 
 
4.1 Steel Design 
 
As indicated above the steel structure included the design of beams, girders, columns, 
floor plates and sometimes elevator or staircase. For sample calculation bay 1 which is 20.5’x23’ 
was chosen to be designed. Figure 14 is a sketch of bay 1 and the location of this bay is shown in 
Figure 13. As it is shown in Figure 12, this bay covers a kitchen so there would not be any 
elevator or staircase. All the variables, equations are taken from Structural steel design book, 
2006. 
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Figure 14. Sketch of bay 1. 
 
 
 
4.1.1 Beam Design 
Floor Beam Design 
 
Dead load and live load were obtained and calculated according to the Massachusetts 
Building Code (MSBC 6
th
 edition, 2007), using Appendix G of MSBC for dead load and chapter 
16 of MSBC for structural live loads and Snow loads. Table 10 and Table 13 in Appendix A 
show the dead, live and the snow loads for each floor. 
 The computed dead load included the weight of the concrete slab, floor finish, MEP, 
cement tiles, interior and exterior walls. However the live load included the load provided for a 
hotel building since no load specifications were given for residence halls. The values of the live 
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load changed according to the designed bay. For instance, the assigned live load for bedrooms is 
40 psf , however it is 100 psf for living rooms. Appendix A includes a list of the loads used. The 
weight of the beam was ignored in the beginning and then added to the total weight after the 
beam size was selected. 
Different schemes were considered in order to come up with the most economical design. 
The method provided below was used to analyze each of the trial schemes. A sample calculation 
of two different schemes is provided in Appendix B. 
The factored design load of each of the schemes was calculated using the following equation 
W= 1.2 DL + 1.6 LL 
The calculated weight was used to calculate the maximum design moment –using the 
following   equation 
Mu = 1/8 WL
2
 
In order to use table 3-19 of the AISC Manual, 2006 to find an appropriate beam size, Y2 
was calculated assuming that the concrete stress block ―a‖ is equal to 1.0 and the moment 
provided in the table was compared with the value of Mu obtained to select the beam size 
The values obtained for each of the schemes were used to satisfy the φ Mn≥ Mu inequality for 
both full and partial composite.  
Mn = (As) (FY) (d/2 +t +a/2) 
Φ = 0.90 
Noting that the Mn Value is given in the AISC Manual section 3-19 
Once the beam size was determined the actual value for Y2 and the actual depth of the 
concrete compression zone ―a‖ were calculated 
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a= ∑ Qn 
                                                                           
0.85 fcbE 
 
 Where F’c is equal to 3.0 ksi and E equal to 29000 ksi for steel. 
For each option the number of ¾ in diameter studs, the ∑ Qn required along the beam 
span was calculated using the tabulated horizontal shear force given in table 3-19 of the steel 
manual. 
The number of shear studs for each alternative was calculated using the following equation 
N= Vn / Qn  
Where Qn is equal to 0.5 Asc√ (f’c* Ec) 
The deflection of the composite section during service was calculated for each alternative 
using the following equation 
 
Dead load deflection:                           Dd= 5Wd x L
4  
 
                                                                      384 EI 
 
Live load deflection:                            DL= 5 Wl x L
4
 x 0.5 
       384 EI 
 
Where  I = AsYs x AcsYc     Also, I value is provided in the steel manual section 3-20. 
                      As + Acs 
And the live load deflection was limited to L/360 or 1in max. 
 The strength, and deflection of the structural steel beam used in unshored construction 
were calculated for each alternative using the following equation: 
Dc = 5 Wc L
4 
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         384 EIx 
Where Wc is the factored live load, and Ix is obtained from table 1-1 of the steel manual 
And the unshored deflection was limited to 1.5in max. 
Partial composite: 
Table 3-19 of the steel manual was used to choose a Mn value that is bigger than the Mu 
value calculated, in order to select the TFL value. 
Once the TFL was chosen the same calculation used for the full composite action were 
repeated and a reduced amount of studs was calculated. And in order to finalize our decision the 
spacing of the studs, as well as the deflection of the composite section during service and in 
unshored construction were checked. 
 Table 3-20 of the steel manual was used to obtain the Lower Bound Moment of Inertia 
needed to calculate the deflection of the composite section during service for each alternative. 
 
 
Roof Beam Design 
 
The design of the roof beams differed from the floor beam design only by the selection of 
the loads acting on the roof. The dead loads acting on the roof consisted of roof decking, MEP, 
suspended ceiling, cement tiles and exterior walls when applicable. The main live loads acting on 
the roof are the snow load and roof live load. According to the Massachusetts State Building 
Code, the roof live load is equal to 20 psf, and the snow load is equal to 35 psf.  
The following load combinations were used in order to determine the most critical axial 
force Pu 
1.2 DL + 0.5(Lr or S) 
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1.2 DL + 1.6 (Lr or S) 
Where Lr is the abbreviation for roof live load and S for snow load. In this project the snow load 
was used because the snow load is bigger than the roof live load in the Worcester zone. 
 The middle part of the building consists of a green roof. Therefore, the dead load of the 
roof for this section should also include the loads applied on the building because of the green 
roof. This load is determined according to the type of green roof installed. The type of green roof 
installed is usually selected by the customer (owner of the building). However, in this case, 
Extensive green roofs were used for this building with an assumed weight load of 30 psf. 
4.1.2 Girder Design  
 
Girders could be designed using two different techniques. These two techniques mainly 
differ by the method applied to calculate the max Moment. 
1. Girders could be treated as beams therefore the beam design process would also be 
applied to design girders. However the span and length of the girders are different and 
usually bigger than the beams therefore the tributary area and width would be different. 
2. The superposition law will be used to compute the max moment. The distributed loads on 
the beams will be converted into concentrated load on them and since girders support the 
beams, the reactions on the girder due to the beams will be calculated. Sometimes other 
than the concentrated loads due to the beams, there are distributed loads that the girder 
would have to support. The girders are supported by the columns and based on the loads 
that were acting on the girders; the support reaction provided by the columns will be 
calculated. After calculating the support reactions which support the girders and the loads 
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on the girders, by using the superposition law and the moment diagram, the maximum 
moment will be calculated. 
The first technique was used to compute the girders in the same direction as the beams. 
However, the second method will be considered to calculate the rest of the girders since finding 
the reactions at the girder’s supports will facilitate further calculation. 
Girders are taken as simply supported beams with concentrated loads. The applied concentrated 
loads include loads from both bays that the girder is supporting. The shear and moment diagram 
were drawn in order to find the maximum moment. The steel manual was used to select the 
appropriate girder size. 
The moment caused by the weight of the girder was calculated using the following formula 
Mu = 1/8 WL
2
 
Since the weight of the girder was treated as a distributed load. Both moments were 
added together, using the superposition law, in order to find the maximum moment. 
As done in the beam design, both full and partial composite were considered in order to 
come up with the most sufficient structure. 
Deflection was checked using the following formula 
 
Deflection is calculated using unfactored loads. And the value C1 is a constant that 
depends on the loading condition. In this case, C1 is equal to 158 at center.  
4.1.3 Cantilever Beam Design 
 
Cantilever beams were also considered in our design since the columns were neither in 
perfect shape nor at the corners. 
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As well as the girder design, the superposition law was also considered in designing the 
cantilever beams. However, in this case the cantilever beam has to also support some tributary 
area. Therefore the computed max moment included the moment from the tributary area that the 
beam is suppose to cover as well as the moment caused by the weight of the beam and  the load 
from the girder.  
To select the appropriate cantilever beam size the steel manual was used. Then the 
deflection was checked using the following formula. 
 
 
W includes the weight of the beam and the weight from the tributary area. Unfactored weight is 
used in both cases. The value of I is obtained from the steel manual table 1, and E is equal to 
29000 KSI. 
4.1.4 Column Design 
 
The column design for the first two floors is based on the column size needed for the first 
floor to resist the load from the above four floors and the roof. The column design for the third, 
forth, and fifth floor is based on the column size needed for the third floor to resist the loads from 
the fourth and the fifth floor, as well as, the load from the roof. Columns support the loads 
coming from the girders and cantilever beams. The loads acting on the columns were added 
together, and the sum of all these loads was used to select trial size columns from AISC manual 
of steel construction. 
When selecting the appropriate size, the width of the flange of the girder as well as the 
thickness of the web and the width of the flange of the column selected were taken into 
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consideration in order to choose a size that fits with the size of the girder selected.  In general, 
W12 and W14 are the most preferred steel column sizes. 
Finally the capacity of each of the trials was evaluated using the interaction equation. The 
interaction equation was simplified to the following since no bending effect was considered. 
1
Pn
Pu
  
Where Pu is equal to the sum of the loads acting on the column and Pn was calculated 
using the following formula. 
Pn = Ф fcr Ay 
To apply the appropriate formula to calculate Fcr, it was necessary to identify if the columns 
used were short and intermediate or long. To do so, the column action was calculated in both X 
and Y direction, using the following formula. 
(K(x, y)*L(x, y))/R(x, y) 
For each column, the highest value obtained governed. And this value was used to identify if the 
column is short or long using the following formula. 
Λn=  4.71
Fy
E
 
If value obtained ≤ 4.71
Fy
E
        then the column should be treated as a short or intermediate 
column. 
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If value obtained ≥ 4.71
Fy
E
          then the column should be treated as a long column. 
For short and intermediate frame, 
Fcr = (0.658 Fy/Fe) * Fy 
 
 
For long frame, 
Fcr = 0.877 Fe 
 
 Columns in the staircases and elevators were designed using the same technique as the 
rest of the columns in the building. However columns in the stair cases and elevator have to 
support different loads than the rest of the columns. Loads acting on a stair case and elevator 
were obtained from the Massachusetts State Building Code, chapter 16. 
4.1.5 Floor Plate Design 
 
Since steel decking was considered in our design, the shear studs used in the composite 
system provides the reinforcement needed. Shear studs are designed to convert the concrete 
pored and the steel decking into one stronger system that work together to carry the floor load. 
Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17 provide a list of typical composite floor deck profile and 
properties. This information is obtained from the Steel Deck Institute website (SDI, 2005)  
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Figure 15. Typical composite floor deck profile. 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Properties of composite floor decks. 
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In order to decide which steel decking to use it was necessary to refer to the tables 
provided by the United Steel Deck (INC) website.  (USD, 2007).  
To select the appropriate steel decking, the highest Live Load applied on the building 
(125 psf) was needed as well as the depth of the slab (4.5in). 
To support the load of 125 psf and to satisfy the thickness requirements (4.5 in), the B-
Lock composite decking was used. This type of decking includes shear studs and it is made of 
1.5 inches corrugated decking, 6‖o.c. 
    
Figure 17. Sketch of a B-LOK composite deck. 
  
 
Table 2, provided by the United Steel Deck website, includes different kind of composite 
steel decks that could be used for the design, according to the requirements of the structure being 
built. As stated on the website: ―The Uniform Live Loads provided in the table are based on the 
LRFD equation φMn = ((l.6L + 1.2D)*L
2
)/ 8.Although there are other load combinations that 
may require investigation, this will control most of the time. The equation assumes there is no 
negative bending reinforcement over the beams and therefore each composite slab is a single 
span.‖ (USDI, 2007). 
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       Table 2  
       Composite steel deck capacities based on slab thickness and length. 
 
 
 
4.1.6 Stair Case Design 
 
The design of the stair case includes the design of two different landings and the design 
of the columns. There are two different types of landings (in terms of beams and girders being 
used) in this design; Type I which includes the entrance to the floors and Type II which is 
located in between the two floors. Drawings of the stair case and all the beams with their name 
for reference are provided in Figures 18 and Figure 19. 
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Figure 18. Top and section view of the stair case. 
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Figure 19. 3D view of the stair case. 
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1. Type I landing: 
 
-Beam I: 4 feet long with a tributary width of 4.5 feet. It is located in the middle of the landing 
and it supports the live and dead load of the landing. This beam is supported by two other beams: 
Exterior beam and Beam II. 
-Beam II: 9 feet long and it supports the Stair way as well as the Beam I. This beam is supported 
by two long girders at the side of the stair case bay. 
-Exterior Beam I: 9 feet long and it supports the Beam I. This beam is supported by two 
columns. 
-Exterior Beam II: 9 feet long and it supports the Beam in Bottom bay. This beam is supported 
by the columns. 
-Girders: 18 feet long with a tributary width of (4.5/2 + 7.6667/2) which is 6.08 feet. This girder 
supports some load of the floor and the landing as well as Beam II. This girder is supported by 
the columns of the stair case bay. 
2. Type II landing:  
This landing includes five small beams and the only difference with Type I is that, instead of two 
girders it has two cantilever beams. 
-Beam I which has the same application, location and size of the one in Type I landing. 
-Beam II which also has the same application of the one in Type II landing, but this beam is not 
supported by two girders and instead it is supported by two cantilever beams.  
-Cantilever beams: 4 feet long and supports a tributary width of (4.5/2) which is 2.25 due to the 
live and dead load of the landing. These cantilevers are supported by the columns of the stair 
case bay.  
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-Exterior beam: It has the same application as the one in Type I landing. 
  
 4.1.7 Elevator Design 
 
The concept of the elevator consists of a rectangular empty space from the highest floor 
(roof) to the lowest floor (Basement).This rectangular area provides space for the elevator room 
(elevator car) to move up and down. Drawings of the elevator and all the beams with their name 
for reference are shown in Figure 20. 
 
 
Figure 20. Layout of the elevator case. 
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In this project the elevator space is located in a bay called the elevator bay. This bay is 
23’x23’ and it has 2 beams in the middle to support the loads on it. The tributary width of the 
beams is 7.67’ (7’ 8‖) so the rectangular open space for the elevator is designed in a way so it 
would fit in between the beams.  
Based on a table from an elevator design book (Straksoch, 1998) as shown in Figure 21, 
recommended elevator room properties for the dormitories and residence halls are listed as:  
Maximum Load capacity: 2500-3000 lbs. 
Door Type and Size: 3’ 6‖ center opening.  
 
Figure 21. Recommended elevator room properties for residential buildings. 
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According to one of the tables of the same elevator design book (Straksoch, 1998), as it is 
shown in Figure 22, for the Capacity of 3000 the following information was given: 
Inside car Area: 31.7 sq. ft 
Inside car Size: 6’ 8‖ wide x 4’9‖ deep 
Number of persons could fit: 16  
 
Figure 22. Interior elevator size for different load capacities. 
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Based on one of the figures of Straksoch elevator design book, Figure 22 in this MQP, 
the actual size of the elevator room is 7’ x 5’6‖. As it was mentioned before the beams tributary 
width is 7’ 8‖ so there would be enough space to use the elevator with given information. 
The maximum capacity of the elevator room is 3000 lbs. Typically in an elevator system 
there is a counter weight, the counterweight adds accelerating force when the elevator car is 
ascending and provides a retarding effort when the car is descending so that less motor 
horsepower is required. The weight of a counter weight is usually about 40%-50% of the 
Maximum capacity of the elevator cart plus the weight of the elevator cart itself. 
Based on an article about elevator renovation which was published by HKA Elevator 
Consulting, 2007, it is shown that the elevator car weighs around 4000 lbs. Also it is shown that 
the elevator system is designed based on the weight of the cab interior finishes at the time of the 
original installation.  The elevator code permits cab renovations to exceed this initial weight by 
no more than 5% of the Total Load.  
The Total load on the elevator is summarized here: 
-Maximum Capacity of the elevator car = 3,000 lbs. 
-Weight of the elevator cart itself = 4,000 lbs. 
-Weight of the counterweight = 4,000 + 0.5(3,000) = 5,500 lbs. 
- 5% Allowable Weight = 0.05(12,500) = 625 lbs. 
Total Weight = 13,125 lbs = 13.125 K. 
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Load Support: 
1. Elevator Bay on Roof Floor: 
Basically there is a cable to transfer the load 13.125 K to the pulley which is on top of the 
rectangular space (roof). The pulley is supported by beam A in the middle of the rectangular 
opening on top. The length of the beam is 7.67’ and is supported by beam B and girder C in the 
Elevator Bay as it is shown in Figure 20.   
The two beams (B and F) and two girders (C and D) in the Elevator Bay support the load 
of the elevator mechanical room (live 125 psf and regular dead load for the roof) located on the 
roof, as well as the roof itself as shown in Figure 20. 
2. Elevator Bay on other Floors: 
The Beams and Girders in the Elevator Bay located on the other floors, as shown in Figure 20, 
support a live load of 125 psf (due to the Trash/Recycle Room and Support Area) and a dead 
load of 124.3 psf (regular floor dead load). 
4.1.8 Excel Spreadsheet Explanation 
 
The excel spreadsheets were provided to assist in calculation and selection of the 
appropriate members. The spreadsheets conducted for the design of bay 1 are provided in 
Appendix C. 
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 The information highlighted in yellow and sometimes in green are the inputs needed to 
be inserted into the program and the other information are the output automatically calculated 
according to the programmed equations. 
As it is shown in the excel spread sheets in Appendix C, the information highlighted in 
yellow consist of the loads acting on the member, the size of the member and its properties such 
as area, depth, moment of inertia and moment capacity were obtained from the AISC steel 
manual.    
In order to decide whether a member is adequate or not, it was very critical to check for 
deflections: dead load, live load, and construction live load deflection in case of beam and girder 
design.  To arrive to this final decision, equations were entered to first calculate the factored 
weight acting on the designed members and the moment needed.  Once the member size was 
chosen accordingly, the appropriate moment was found using the interpolation method and then 
deflection was checked. This method was used for both full and partial composite.  The 
spreadsheet also included the calculation of the number of shear studs needed for both full and 
partial composite. 
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4.2 Foundation Design  
  In this project the top soil layers properties which are summarized in the soil profile are 
strong and they have a high enough bearing capacity to support the structure, so shallow 
foundation could be considered for this project.  
4.2.1 Standard Penetration Test (SPT) for WPI Residence Hall 
 
In this project there were three places chosen to do the boreholes for SPT. The whole 
building was divided into three blocks and each SPT was taken place at middle of each block as 
it is shown in the Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23. Borehole locations. 
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The data (assumed) and the graphs for each of these three tests are shown in Figures 24, 
Figure 25 and Figure 26. 
As it is shown, the total number of blows to get to a stable enough soil for borehole #1 is 
higher than the other two and for borehole #2 is higher than borehole #3. 
At the point that the difference of #of blows per foot of two different depth is high, it is 
known that the rod have entered a new and stronger layer of soil. For example in borehole #3 at 
the depth of 20 feet under the ground elevation the layer of soil changed. At this point the # of 
blows to go down one foot (21 foot under the ground) was 22 blows, comparing that to the 
previous blows per foot, there is a greater difference. This point is shown with ―Top of Bedrock‖ 
in the diagram.       
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Figure 24. Borehole # 3 data and graph. 
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Figure 25. Borehole #2 data and graph. 
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Figure 26. Borehole #1 data and graph. 
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Based on the Diagrams and considering the different depth of bedrock for each borehole 
a cross sectional sketch of the boreholes and the soil under the structure is shown in figure 27.  
 
Figure 27. Cross sectional profile of boreholes. 
 
 
The N60 value (SPT N value corrected for field procedures) for the standard penetration 
test that was done in this project is calculated as: 
N60 = (Em*CB*CS*CR*N) / (0.6)  
Where Em is the hammer efficiency which is assumed to be in US, donut hammer with 2 turns on 
cathead and it is equal to 0.45 (Table 3).  
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CB is the borehole diameter correction factor which is assumed to be 65-115 mm (2.5-4.5 in) and 
it is equal to 1.00 (Table 4). 
CS is the sampler correction factor which is assumed to be standard sampler and it is equal to 
1.00 (Table 4). 
CR is the rod length correction factor which is assumed to be 3-4 m (10-13 ft) and it is equal to 
0.75 (Table 4) 
N is the SPT blow count recorded in field and for borehole #1 (Figure 26) and #3 (Figure 24) it is 
22 blows/foot and for borehole #2 (Figure 25) it is 24 blows/foot. The 22 blows/foot is going to 
be used for the N value in the calculations. 
The N60 value is  
N60 = (0.45*1.00*1.00*0.75*22)/ (0.60)  
N60 = 12.38 blows/foot 
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              Table 3 
              SPT hammer efficiencies.    
 
 
                  Table 4 
                   Correction factors for borehole, sampler and rod.  
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Based on the SPT sample in Figure 28 which was taken from Foundation Design book by 
Donald P. Coduto, 2006 it is shown that for blow counts for N60 values between 0 – 21 
(blows/foot), the soil is classified as Silty Sand. In this MQP the N60 was calculated to be 12.38 
which it lays within the N60 range for Silty Sand soil (0-21 blows/foot).  
 
Figure 28. SPT sample from KLEINFELDER, Inc. 
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Based on Table 5, it is shown that the range of soil density (unit weight) for the Silty 
Sand soil is 80-135 lbs/ft
3
. In this project the soil density is assumed to be 120 lbs/ft
3
.   
              Table 5 
              Typical unit weights. 
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Based on Figure 29, the friction angle of the soil can be determined by using the vertical 
effective stress value σ’z, and SPT N60 value. In this project the vertical effective stress is 
calculated as: 
σ’z = σz – u, where σz is the vertical total stress and u is the pore water pressure. 
Σz = ΣγH, where γ is the unit weight of soil stratum and H is the thickness of soil stratum.  
In this project, γ is equal to 120 lbs/ft3 and H for borehole #3 is 21 ft (Figure 24), for 
borehole #2 is 27 ft (Figure 25) and for borehole # 1 is 34 ft (Figure 26). So the vertical total 
stress σz for these boreholes would be: 
Borehole #3 
σz = 120 (lbs/ft
3
)* 21 (ft)  
= 2520 lbs.  
Borehole #2 
σz = 120 (lbs/ft
3
)* 27 (ft)  
= 3240 lbs.  
Borehole #1 
σz = 120 (lbs/ft
3
)* 34 (ft)  
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= 4080 lbs. 
Since in σ’z = σz – u the water level is assumed to be low (35 feet below the ground level), the 
pore water pressure is zero, therefore:  σ’z = σz 
Based on Figure 29, the friction angle of the soil for all the boreholes is determined to be 
30º because the calculated vertical effective stresses of the boreholes and the calculated SPT N60 
value (12.38 blows/foot) lay in the 30º curve.   
 
 
Figure 29. The friction angle of the soil determined by using the vertical effective stress value σ’z, and SPT N60 
value.  
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4.2.2 Choosing the Shallow foundation  
 
As it was mentioned before, choosing the type of foundation for a structure depends on 
different variables. Since the deep foundation was not necessary and the top layers of the soil 
have exeptable bearing capacity and other soil conditions, a shallow foundation was chosen to be 
used for this project.  
In order to choose the type of the shallow foundation, if the total area of the spread 
footings covers more than half of the building foot-print, then a mat foundation is more suitable. 
And if the area of the spread footings cover less than half of the building foot-print, then the 
spread footing would be more desirable. 
In this project, in order to determine the required area for the Spread Footings, Terzaghi 
and Vesic excel file (Donald P. Coduto, 2006) was used. In this excel file the unit of 
measurement (English or metric), the factor of safety, size (B for base, D for thickness or depth, 
L for length) and shape (square or rectangular or circular) of the footing and some of the 
properties of the soil such as soil density γ (gamma), water table Ud (Dw), the angle of friction Ф 
(phi) and effective cohesion © were entered. 
As a result the excel file would calculate the allowable load, allowable bearing capacity 
and the ultimate bearing capacity. It was necessary to check that the applied load of each column 
is smaller than the calculated allowable load. 
In this building there are 81 columns that carry the loads of the building to the 
foundation. The average load of these columns was calculated and by using the Terzaghi and 
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Vesic excel file one spread footing size was determined. The calculation of the average column 
load is shown in Figure 30.           
     
 
Figure 30. Average column load calculation spread sheet. 
 
As it is shown, the average column load is calculated to be 282.07 kips. Then by using 
the Terzaghi and Vesic Excel file, a size for a footing is determined that could support an 
allowable Load which is not less than 282.07 kips. This procedure is shown in Figure 31.  
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Figure 31. Terzaghi and Vesic excel file to determine a footing size for applied average load.  
 
As it is shown in Figure 31, by Using the Terzaghi and Vesic excel file, for a footing base 
of 9’ and depth of 2’, Both methods provide an allowable column load capacity greater than the 
applied load of 282.07 k (380 k for Terzaghi and 396 k for Vesic).   
Assuming that all the columns are going to have a same size square shape footings which 
are 9’ x 9’ with a thickness of 2’. The area of each footing would be 81 ft 2.  
There are 81 columns so, 81 columns x 81 ft 
2 
= 6,561 ft 
2
. 
The area of the base of the building is 22,620 ft 
2 
and half of this area would be 11,310 
ft^
2
.   
11,310 ft 
2 
> 6,561 ft 
2
. 
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So using a mat foundation is and Spread footing design would be considered for this 
project. 
4.2.3 Spread Footing Design 
 
The loads of all the columns are shown in the average forces excel file provided above. 
As it can be seen, the loads varies from 28.72 kips to 1058.14 kips. In order to avoid having 
many different sizes of footings and also in order to be economical, only three range of column 
loads were chosen to be used in the design; 
0 kips – 381.16 kips 
381.16 kips – 627.1 kips 
627.1 kips – 1058.14 kips. 
 
These loads are shown with a green highlight in the average forces excel file provided 
above. The sample calculation for the load 1058.14 kips is shown because it is the greatest load 
and also the column which support this load also supports moments coming from a cantilever 
beam.  For the other two ranges of loads the calculation is summarized in excel spread sheets. 
 
 
Calculation of Loads and Moments 
 
The load that is applied to the footing is sum of all the loads of columns on top of the 
footing. There are five floors (five columns on top of the footing) which four of them have the 
same loading on their columns and the fifth floor has different loading because it supports the 
roof. So the load of one of the first floors is multiplied by four and then the load of fifth floor is 
added to it. This concept also applies to the applied moment. 
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As it is shown in our sample calculation the Factored load is 1058.14 kips and the un-
factored load is 777.94 kips. Based on the Excel spread sheet for Bay 4 column F-3.2, the 
moment coming from the cantilever beam for one floor is 1556.86 kft and it would be multiplied 
by 4 and added to the moment due to the cantilever for the roof which would give 7000.24 
ft.kips.    
In brief, these calculations are described with a picture of all the floors in the Figure 32. 
 
    Figure 32. Calculation of total floor loads and moments on the spread footing. 
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Estimating the size of the footing:  
qn = qa – (weight of the footing, soil and the floor) – pressure of the moment. 
Where, qn is the allowable net soil pressure which would let us know how much pressure 
is allowed to be exerted other than the pressure of weight of the footing, soil and the floor and 
pressure of the moment.  
Qa is the allowable bearing capacity.    
As it is shown in the calculation the allowable net soil pressure for the load is 4.3 ksf so 
that means that only 4.3 ksf is allowed to be applied by the vertical column load which is 
1058.14 kips factored and 777.94 kips. 
In this case we could estimate the width of the footing by dividing the load by the 
allowable net soil pressure. The estimated width was 14’ x 14’. The thickness of the footing was 
assumed to be 6’. 
 
Checking the size for 2-way shear: 
In this part the shear on the critical part of the footing is under consideration and it should 
be smaller than the allowable shear for 2-way shear. 
The critical parameter is calculated by d = T – 3 in – db, where T is the thickness of the 
footing and there is 3 in of cover and db is the diameter of the reinforcement bar which in this 
case is assumed to be 1 in. 
The shear on the critical part is: 
Vuc = ((Pu/4) + (Mu/(c +d))) (B^2 – (c + d) ^2)/B^2 
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Where Pu is the load applied, Mu is the Moment applied, B is the width of the footing and c is 
the width of the base plate. 
 
This shear should be checked with the nominal two-way shear capacity which is: 
Vnc = 4 (b0) d (f’c^ (1/2)) 
Where b0 = c + d, where c is the width of the base plate which is 14‖ in this case. 
At the end it should be satisfied that: 
Ф Vnc > Vuc, where Ф is 0.85. 
 
Check for one-way shear: 
Vuc = ((B – c – 2d)/(B)) (((Pu + 6Mu/B)^2) + Vu^2)^(1/2) 
Where Vu = 0, because there is no shear force exerted to the footing. 
Nominal one-way shear capacity: 
Vnc = 2 bw d (f’c) ^ (1/2) 
Where bw = 2B.  
The following should be satisfied: 
Ф Vnc > Vuc, where Ф is 0.85. 
 
Design of Flexural reinforcement: 
Muc = (Pu L^2)/(2B) + (2Mu L/B), where L for steel column is: L = (2B – (c + cp))/4 where cp 
in here is the base plate width and c is the column width. C = 12‖. 
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Required Area: 
 As = (f’c b/ (1.176fy)) (d – ((d^2) – (2.353Muc/ Фf’c b)) ^ (1/2)) 
Where Ф is 0.9 and f’c is 3000 psi and fy is 60000 psi.  
Min Area Required: 
As = pBT, where p is the steel ratio and because of using Grade 60 bars (# 8 bars) it is 0.0018. 
Between these two As, the greater one is chosen. 
Then the bar type should be chosen (in this project all the bars were chosen to be #8 bars with 
cross sectional area of 0.79 in^2 and diameter of 1.00 in). 
# of bars needed = As/Cross sectional area of bar 
Clear spacing between bars: 
Based on ACI section 7.6.5, the max spacing is 18‖. 
Spacing = (B / (# of bars +1)) – 1. 
 
Check for development length: 
(Ld) supplied = L – 3 in  
(C + Ktr)/db, where Ktr is 0 for spread footings and C is the smaller of the spacing or cover 
dimension. 
Ld/db = (3/40) (fy/ (f’c) ^ (1/2)) (α β γ λ/ ((c + Ktr)/db)) 
Where α is the reinforcement location factor, β is the coating factor, γ is the reinforcement factor 
and λ is the lightweight concrete factor. (Coduto., pp. 319, 320) 
All of these factors are 1 in this case. 
The following should be satisfied: 
(Ld) supplied > Ld. 
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Bearing Pressure: 
e = Mu/ (Pu + Wf), where e is the eccentricity of bearing pressure and the Wf is the weight of the 
foundation. If e ≤ B/6 then the bearing pressure distribution is trapezoidal. So there would be 
minimum and maximum bearing pressure acting under the footing. Then: 
qmin = (((Pu + Wf)/A) – Ud) (1 – 6e/B) 
qmax = (((Pu + Wf)/A) – Ud) (1 + 6e/B)  
Where A is the base area of the footing and Ud = 0 because the water table is very low (35’). 
Qa > qmax should be satisfied. 
 
Checking for the Settlement (δ): 
For the settlement it is necessary to check that δ ≤ δa.  
In order to calculate the settlement it is necessary to calculate different variables; 
 
Induced stress: 
 Δσz = (1 – (1/ (1+ (B/2Zf) ^2)) ^ (1.76)) (q – σ’zd), where σ’zd is the vertical effective stress at 
a depth D below the ground surface. And Zf is the considering depth for settlement purposes, in 
this case it was taken to be 2’. 
Σ’zd = γD – Ud, where γ is the soil density which in this project is 120 lbs/cf.  
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 Effective Stress: 
σ’zf = σ’z0 + Δσz, where σ’z0 is the initial vertical effective stress at midpoint of soil layer. Σ’z0 
= γH – Ud, where H is the Thickness of the soil layer, so in this project based on the boreholes 
and the cross sectional profile, the depth of the layer (silty sand) changes in each borehole. So it 
is necessary to calculate the settlement for each of the 3 ranges of load 3 times because of 
different value of H. 
 
Settlement: 
δc = δ = (r Cc/(1+e0)) H Log(σ’zf/ σ’z0), where r is the rigidity factor which is taken from the 
table 7.1, (Coduto., 2006). In this case r = 0.85.  
Cc is the compression index; e0 is the initial void ratio.  
The values of Cc/ (1+e0) could be determined based on the table 3.5 and table 3.7 (Coduto., 
2006) 
In this project it is taken to be 0.006 for Fine sand with little fine to coarse silt (SM) with relative 
density of Dr = 80%.  
At the end it should be satisfied that: 
    δ ≤ δa, where δa in this project is taken to be 1 in. 
Based on the calculation there were 3 different footings considered for 3 different loading ranges 
of columns in this project; 
 0 kips – 381.16 kips. 10’ x 10’ and a thickness of 2’. 
381.16 kips – 627.1 kips. 11’ x 11’ and a thickness of 3’. 
627.1 kips – 1058.14 kips. 14’ x 14’ and a thickness of 6’.  
 These footings are shown in the sample calculation in Appendix B. 
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The calculation and the spread sheets are provided in Appendices B and C. 
 
As shown in Appendix B, each footing has different settlement based on which borehole 
area it is located. For example Footing 3, has a settlement of 0.501 in when it is located on the 
area of Block #3 (borehole #3). It has a settlement of 0.547 in, when it is located on the area of 
the Block #2 (borehole #2). It has a settlement of 0.586 in, when it is located on the area of the 
Block #1 (borehole #1). Refer to Figure 23 to check where each area is located. 
As it was mentioned before the reason for these different settlements is that for each 
block the Value of H (Depth of the layer of soil) is different. 
Terzaghi and Vesic Method 
 
The designed size for the spread footing should be checked by the Terzaghi and Vesic 
method which is provided in an excel file. The results are shown in Figure 33, Figure 34 and 
Figure 35: 
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Figure 33. The Terzaghi and Vesic method for the first column with the load of 1058.14 kips. 
 
 
Figure 34. The Terzaghi and Vesic method are used for the second column with the load of 627.1 kips. 
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Figure 35. The Terzaghi and Vesic method for the third column with the load of 381.16 kips. 
 
 
 
As it is shown in Figure 33, Figure 34 and Figure 35, for the selected sizes of the spread 
footings, all of the column loads are smaller than the Allowable column loads and also the 
bearing pressure of them are smaller than the Allowable bearing capacity. So these sizes satisfy 
the requirements for Terzaghi and Vesic method.  
 
4.3 Cost Estimation  
 
In this project, the ―Unit-Quantity Method‖ was used. The detailed estimation may be an 
issue but since our team has limited time, we consider preparing a cost analysis of concrete and 
steel structure (itself) of the building. 
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After finishing the last phase of the design of a 23’x18’ bay, the first floor part, our team 
was able to determine and examine the cost of this specific bay then apply the results obtained to 
the whole building.  
In modern construction industry, there are many ways to build the structure but two 
construction materials are commonly used which are concrete and steel; furthermore in this 
project, comparison of the cost analysis of steel and concrete structure were studied. 
 
 
5.0 Discussion 
This section includes the results obtained from the computed calculation when following 
the procedures set out in the methodology section. 
Appendix D includes detailed tables (Table 14, Table 15, Table 16 and Table 17) that 
include the actual designed member sizes of all the beams and girders that were analyzed. The 
tables in the Appendix D also include the Moment Capacity given by the AISC Steel Manual for 
each selected size. The final member sizes that were selected were obtained according to the 
moment capacity, where the designed members’ sizes were categorized, having the members 
with approximately same moment capacity in the same category. Table 6 shows the final beams 
and girders sizes obtained for the section that was designed; however Table 7 shows the amount 
of members needed for the whole structure. 
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Table 6  
Beams needed for the designed section. 
Member size Number needed 
For the left side section 
based on Figure 13 
Amount needed for the 
middle section based on 
Figure 13 
W10x12 31 27 
W12x16 9 4 
W12x26 9 6 
W18x35 6 8 
W24x55 3 5 
W33x118 1 - 
W27x48 1 
 
- 
 
 
 
Table 7 
Beams needed for the entire building. 
Member size Number needed 
for the left side based 
on Figure 13 
Amount needed for 
the middle side 
based on Figure 13 
Amount needed 
for the whole 
building 
W10x12 496 216 712 
W12x16 144 32 176 
W12x26 144 48 192 
W18x35 96 64 160 
W24x55 48 40 88 
W33x118 16 - 16 
W27x48 16 
 
- 16 
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Therefore 1360 steel beams are required to construct the New WPI Residence Hall. Two 
main column sizes were selected to be used; W 12x58 for the third through the fifth floor and 
W12x65 for the first and second floor. Column F-3.2 in bay 4 required a different column size, 
because the two sizes selected are not adequate for one of the girders acting on the designed 
column; where bf of the girder is bigger than bf of the column(10 in and 12 in). Therefore, 
W12x96 was used for the five floors with bf   equal to12.2 in. 
For the design of the floor plate, B-Lock composite decking 22-Gage was used. The 
properties of this gage provided in Table 8, were obtained from the United Steel Deck website. 
 
Table 8  
Deck engineering properties. 
 
Calculation of the concrete is based on cubic yard method and labor, equipment, material 
for making and placing the concrete is added to the concrete cost in order to find the exact cost 
of specific bay. Detail calculation can be found in Appendix B. 
Because of the huge variation among the loads acting on the columns, ranging between 
28.72 kips and 1058.14 kips. As it was explained in the methodology of the foundation, there 
were 3 different footings considered for 3 different loading ranges of columns in this project; 
 0 kips – 381.16 kips. 10’ x 10’ and a thickness of 2’. 
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381.16 kips – 627.1 kips. 11’ x 11’ and a thickness of 3’. 
627.1 kips – 1058.14 kips. 14’ x 14’ and a thickness of 6’.  
The results for the footing sizes are shown in Table 9. 
 
 
Table 9  
Footing sizes. 
Column location Applied load (K) Foundation size. 
J-2 46.14 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
J-3 110.48 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
H-1 214.62 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
G-1.2 381.16 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
E.3-1.2 470.67 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
G-4.9 202.01 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
F-4.9 438.96 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
F-3.2 1058.14 14’ x 14’, 6’ Thick 
H.1-2.7 217.86 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
G.1-2.7 28.72 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
C.5-6 220.72 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
E-6 464.26 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
C.5-7 245.66 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
E-7 446.71 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
F.5-6 135.53 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
F.5-7 182.05 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
C.5-8 239.13 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
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E-8 434.37 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
F.5-8 260.58 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
C.5-9 517.1 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
E-9 627.1 11’ x 11’, 3’ Thick 
F.5-9 216.58 10’ x 10’, 2’ Thick 
 
Here are some important facts about the concrete structure cost analysis: 
1. Labor is limited to the following workers for the specific bay; two Carpenter 
($23.7/h), three Helper ($22.1/h), one Foreman ($21.45/h). 
2. 23’x18’ bay has; four columns, three beams and 4.5‖ thickness and needs 8 hours 
to finish whole bay. 
3. Additional materials are limited as follows: Lumber ($0.86/unit), Nails 
($1.29/unit), Form Oil ($17.65/gallon), Shores ($8.25/unit) 
4. Concrete price is $200 per ton 
5. Total cost of 23’x18’ bay, itself, is $50,552.00  
6. Total cost of the concrete building, itself, is $6,596,166 
 
If the building will be a steel structure then different approach needs to be done in order 
to estimate the cost of the building.  
The cost analysis of the steel is made similar as concrete cost analysis with different 
variables. As mentioned before, 23’x 18’ bay design is taken based on the steel cost analysis.  
Here are some facts of steel structure cost analysis of the WPI New Residence Hall: 
1. Major steel sizes are; W 10 x 12 for beams, W8 x 31 for columns, W 24 x 55 for girders 
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2. Cost of steel is $2000 per ton 
3. Labor force is limited as follows; Foreman ($ 25.10/h), Crane Operator ($ 22.0/h), 
Ironworker ($17.35/h) 
4. Butt-weld joints are used with 3/16‖ 
5. Girders, H columns used as fabricated 
6. Shop paint costs are: Beams ( $85.00), Girders ($58.72), Columns ($93.00) 
7. Total cost of the 23’x18’ bay, itself, is $23,777 
8. Total cost of whole building, itself, is $5,950,568 
 
Below is a list of some facts about the Time and Scheduling process of the WPI-New 
Residence Hall project: 
1. Project started on February 7th 2007 and will be finished on  August 22nd 2008,which 
includes approximately 399 work days 
2. There are 10 milestones that need to be accomplishing in order to finish the building: 
 Project Starts 
 Design Kick of Meeting 
 Design Completed 
 Demolition the existing building 
 Foundation Completed 
 Flush Building 
 Substantial Completion 
 Final Inspection & Approval 
 Building Enclosed 
 Project Ends 
 
3. Project Management  started on May 8th 2007 and will be done on august, 1st 2008 
4. Building design started on April 7th, 2007 and will be done on December 13th, 2007 
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5. Site work and Excavation started on February 7th, 2007 and will be done on September 
4
th
,2007 
6. Concrete Work started on June 29th, 2007 and will be done on August 13th,2007 
7. Precast Concrete work started on July 2nd,2007 and will be done August-2nd,2007 
8. Masonry  work started on July 18th, 2007 and will be done on January 24th, 2008 
9. Metals work  started on August 16th, 2007 and will be done on April 28th,2008 
10. Carpentry  work started on March 10th,2008 and will be done on May 7th, 2008 
11. Roof & Moisture Protection  started on February 6th,2008 and will be done on June 
5
th
,2008 
12. Door & Windows installments  started on November 7th,2007 and will be done on June 
10
th
,2007 
13. Specialties  started on May 7th, 2008 and will be done on July 22nd,2008 
14. Elevator work started on May 26th, 2008 and will be done on June 24th,2008 
15. Mechanical  work started on December 17th,2007 and will be done by March 20th,2008 
16. Electrical work started on April 2nd,2008 and will be done on July 11th,2008 
17. Finishes started on December 5th,2007 and will be done on August 9th,2008 
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6.0 Conclusion 
 
Every year, WPI expects more incoming students and it is obvious that current 
accommodation is not satisfying the number of incoming students. WPI decision makers thought 
that there would be a need for a new residence hall for a long term prospective. So they decided 
to come up with idea of WPI New Residence Hall.  
In this Major Qualifying Project, the goal was to come up with an adequate building 
process which includes structural design and project management activities that would help to 
understand the civil engineering aspects of the WPI New Residence Hall. 
After receiving the architectural design of the residence hall a structural design was 
developed which includes steel and foundation design of the building and it was combined with 
project management topics such as cost estimation, time and scheduling, in order to come up 
with an efficient understanding of the building process.    
 In the designing of the steel structure beams, girders, floor plates were analyzed and there 
were some challenges such as designing of staircase structure and elevator shaft because of their 
complex structure. In addition, for the foundation design, choosing and designing the right type 
of the foundation were the main concerns. 
 Furthermore, in project management, cost estimation of steel and concrete structure and 
comparison of the cost of two methods are the main challenges in this project. In addition 
permits and time & scheduling were other important issues that were brainstormed. 
 As a result of this unique project, it was decided to use steel structure other than concrete 
structure based on lower cost, flexible scheduling and more convenient way to built. 
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 We believe that this Major Qualifying Project will give an extraordinary understanding of 
civil engineering vision for the WPI New Residence Hall Project to all readers.     
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Appendix A: Loads Used 
(Loads were obtained from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, State Building Code- sixth Edition) 
 
1. Floor Dead Load  
Table 10  
Floor dead load. 
Dead load Pounds per square foot  (psf) 
Concrete slab (4.5 in) 12 
Steel decking 2 
Floor Finish (0.5in) 4 
Cement tiles 16 
Interior walls 33 
Exterior walls 66 
MEP and suspended ceiling 6 
 
All dead loads used were multiplied by a safety factor of 1.1. 
 
2. Roof Dead Load 
Table 11  
Roof dead load. 
Dead Load Pounds per square foot (psf) 
Roof decking 40 
Structural steel 18 
MEP and suspended ceiling 6 
Exterior wall when applicable 66 
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3. Stairs Landing Dead Load 
    Table 12 
    Stairs landing dead load. 
Dead load Weight psf 
Concrete slab 2‖ 12 
Steel plate 6 
Finish floor 2.5 
Steel beam for stairway 12 
 
4. Floor Live Load 
Table 13  
Floor live load. 
Occupancy Live Loads in pounds per square foot(psf) 
bedrooms 40 
Kitchen/ Living rooms 100 
HVAC 125 
Electrical room 125 
Corridor 80 
Lounge 100 
Stairs 100 
Elevators  
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5. Roof Live Load 
Loads acting on the roof can either be caused by snow 35psf for the Worcester zone or by 
the roof live load 20psf for the designed building. Since the snow load is the most critical, it will 
be considered as the main load acting on the roof. 
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Appendix B: Sample Calculation 
Design Sample Calculation 
 The design sample calculations were conducted on Bay 1 of the side part of the building. 
The sample calculation provided shows the method used to design typical beams, girders, 
cantilever beams, and columns. A sketch of bay 1 that includes all the members is provided in 
Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36. Bay 1 (Left Side) layout. 
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Beam Design 
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Cantilever Beam Design 
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Girder Design  
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Column Design for Third Floor  
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Foundation Sample Calculation 
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Cost Estimation Sample Calculation 
 
Concrete Structure 
 
If the building will be a concrete structure the following items and quantities must be 
considered: 
 
COST OF 23’x18’ Bay  
20 Columns; 12' 
height, and a 
size of 16”x 16”       
       
Contact area (ft2) 64      
       
Total Area of 
column forms 
(ft2) 1280      
       
Area of forms 
fabricated (ft2) 256      
       
       
Cost of 20 
Columns  
Quantity and 
Unit Price Cost in $    
       
Lumber  
1280*1.8=2304
@$0.48/5 uses $353.21     
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Nails  
2304*15-
per1,000=34.56lb
@$0.90 $21.15     
       
Form Oil  
1280/400=3.2gal
@$13.65 $67.32     
       
Power Saws  
2304/400ft2/h=5.
76h@$3.75 $25.27     
       
Column Claps  
20*8=160@$0.8
5 $273.36     
       
Carpenter 
Making  
256ft2*3h/100ft2
=7.5h@23.7 $158.45     
       
Carpenter 
Erecting  
1280ft2*6h/100ft
2=74h@16.70 $1,964.92     
       
Helper Making  
256ft2*1h/100ft2
=2.56@$22.10 $56.58     
       
Helper Erecting  
1280ft2*4.5h/10
0ft2=55.5h@12.1
0 $671.55     
       
Foreman (Based 
on 5)  
(7.5h+74h)/5=16.
7@18.30 $342.38     
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20 Columns 
Total $3,934.18   .84  
 
4Colums = $786  
 
  
 
  
3 Concrete 
Beams; 16" 
deep, 23 feet 
long  
Quantity and 
Unit Price Cost in $    
       
The area of the 
beams ft2  219     
       
Lumber  
219ft2*3.5fbm/ft
2=766.5 
fbm@$0.8 $613.20    
       
Nails  
766.5fbm*15lb/1
000fbm=11.5lb@
$0.95 $11.00    
       
Form Oil  
219ft2/400fbm/h
=0.55gal@$13.6
5 $7.51    
       
Power Saw  
3000/400=7.5h@
5.16 38.7    
       
Carpenters  
219ft2*10h/100ft
2=21.9@23.70 519.03    
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Helpers  
219ft2*5.75/100f
t2=12.6@22.10 278.46    
       
Foreman  
21.9/6=3.65@21.
45 78.2925    
Concrete Floors   Cost in $    
       
Lumber for Slab  
414ft2x2.3fbm/ft
2=952.2@0.98 1171.206    
       
Nails  
414ft2x12lb/100
0=5lb@1.34 6.7    
       
Form Oil  
414ft2/400ft2/gal
=1.035gal*@13.
65 14.12775    
       
Shores  
414ft2/24ft2/shor
e=17.25@5.25 90.5625    
Carpenter  
414ft2x5h/100ft2
=20.7@23.70 490.59    
Helpers  
414ft2x3h/100ft2
=12.42h@22.10 274.482    
Foreman  20.7/5@21.45 88.803    
       
23’x 18’ Total  $2,234.75     
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WHOLE CONCRETE BUILDING 
 FLOOR      
       
 Section A      
       
 Width Length Depth    
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
   
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
   Total 27.96cy   
 
 
 
 
 
      
Clear
38.66 13.76 5
8.21cy
Clear
61.3 20.88 5
19.75cy
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Section B 
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
   Total 46.64cy   
       
Clear
56.5 28 5
24.41cy
Clear
58.5 14 5
12.64cy
Clear
56.5 11 5
9.59 cy
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Section C 
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
   Total 36.76cy   
       
Clear
56.5 11 5
9.59cy
Clear
58.5 21 5
18.96cy
Clear
38 14 5
8.21cy
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 Section D      
       
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
 Approx. cubic yards required:     
       
       
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
     
Clear
53 10 5
8.18cy
Clear
69 18 5
19.17cy
Clear
73.4 14 5
15.86cy
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
  
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)   
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
    
Total 62.38cy   Cost $   
 
 
 
TOTAL FLOOR 
CONCRETE 347.48  $69,496   
       
Concrete FLOOR LABOR + Equipment + Transportation  $169,632   
       
Total Floor Cost in $ $239,128     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clear
69 18 5
19.17cy
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 WALLS     
      
 Section A-B-C    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 0.96cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.8cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 3.12cy 
      
Clear
12 12.88 .67
0.32*3
Clear
12 12 .67
0.3*3*2
Clear
20.88 12 .67
0.52*6
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.3cy   
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
  
 
 
    
Clear
10.64 12 .67
0.26*5
Clear
12 28 .67
0.69
Clear
12 20 .67
0.5
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 0.9 cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.6 cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
        
Clear
12 12 .67
0.3*3
Clear
12 14 .67
0.35
Clear
12 16 .67
0.4*4
Clear
12 19 .67
0.47
154 
 
  
 
  
 
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
 
 
     
      
Clear
12 18 .67
0.45
Clear
12 24 .67
0.6
Clear
12 26 .67
0.65
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 0.7 cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.2 cy  
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.89cy   
  
 
 
 
    
      
Clear
12 14 .67
0.35*2
Clear
12 24 .67
0.6*2
Clear
12 11 .67
0.27*7
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.08cy  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
   
Clear
12 12.7 .67
0.32
Clear
12 24 .67
0.6
Clear
12 11 .67
0.27*4
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 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 2.6 cy  
    
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required: 1.32cy   
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
Clear
12 21 .67
0.52*5
Clear
12 49.5 .67
1.23
Clear
12 26.7 .67
0.66*2
Clear
12 14 .67
0.35*14
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 Approx. cubic yards required: 4.9cy   
      
      
 Width Length Depth  
  
 
 
 (Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
     
 Approx. cubic yards required:    
      
 
 
Section D    
     
Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 0.75cy  
     
     
Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
Clear
12 12 .67
0.3
Clear
12 10 .67
0.25*3
Clear
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Approx. cubic yards required:   
 
 
 
Width Length Depth 
 
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 3.6cy  
     
Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 0.6 cy  
     
Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 1.38 cy  
12 53 .67
1.32
Clear
12 18 .67
0.45*8
Clear
12 8 .67
0.2*3
Clear
12 28 .67
0.69*2
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Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 1 cy  
     
     
Width Length Depth  
 
 
 
(Feet) (Feet) (Inches)  
 
 
 
    
Approx. cubic yards required: 8.55cy  
     
TOTAL 17.2cy    
       
Concrete FLOOR LABOR + Equipment + 
Transportation  $169,632   
     
 
TOTAL COST= Cost of Concrete + Labor + Transportation + 
Equipment 
 
 
Clear
12 20 .67
0.5*2
Clear
12 18 .67
0.45*19
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TOTAL 
COST      
BEAMS $1,076,016       
       
Floor $2,391,280       
       
Wall $422,870       
       
Columns $1,906,000       
       
Reinforced 
Steel $800,000       
       
TOTAL $6,596,166       
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Steel Structure. 
           
Major Steel 
Sizes for  23’x18’ 
bay           
           
W 10x12--> 
Beams           
W8x31--> 
Columns           
W24x55--> 
Girders           
Cost Analysis           
           
Steel Size 
Weight 
(lbs)          
           
W10x12 432          
           
W8x31 1488          
           
W24x55 2530          
           
 1980          
   Cost $        
Total Weight 
(lbs) 6430  10095.1        
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 Representative Size extra charges over vase price for Steel       
  Cost in          
W10  2.1 per 100 9.072         
W8 2.1 per lbs 31.248         
W24 3.6 per lbs 91.08         
 Cost in $          
Total 
weight=6430lbs 1607.5          
 Cost in $          
Shop Drawings 880          
           
  Labor Cost in $ 
Equipment 
Cost$      
Punching butt-weld Joints 
3/16" 55.5  31.6366       
           
     Cost $  Transportation$  
Punching and framing beams and channels with end 
Connectors 456.48  1268    
           
   Cost $  Labor + Equipment in $ $ Trans. 
Framing Beams with Plates and 
Channels 1109.5  11.412   1141.2   
           
   
Material + Labor Cost  
$ 1085.04      
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Fabricating Built and Girders 
  Total 1386.44        
   2471.48        
    Cost $  Transportation Cost in $   
fabricating H Columns  (including bases+ Splices+ 
Milling) 363.072  468     
   Cost  $        
Cost of Applying a shop coat of Paint  Paint Beams Total      
  Labor  70 15 85      
  Girders 45 13.72 58.72      
  Columns 55 38 93      
  
Cost  $  
50hours         
Labor Force Foreman 1250        
 Crane 1100         
 Crane oiler 750         
 Iron Works 350         
 
Total Cost ($) of Steel for 
23'x18' $23,777          
           
TOTAL COST= 103610 sqf; (23’*18’)$23,777= $ 5,950,568 
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Appendix C: Sample Excel Spreadsheet 
Member Design spreadsheets 
Bay 1 left side shown in Figure 37 - Third Floor 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Bay 1 (Left Side). 
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Infill Beams 
Scheme 1 20.5X23     
      
Tributiry 
width Length Live Load Dead Load Wu Required Mu 
7.67 20.50 767.00 953.38 2371.26 124.57 
      
   Be Be be Value 
   92.04 61.50 61.50 
Estimated a  Ts Y2   
 1.00 4.50 4.00   
 1.00 4.50 4.00   
      
 beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam W final req Mu 
 W12X14 208.00 14.00 2388.06 125.45 
 Beam Mn     
 155.00  a Y2  
   1.33 3.84  
      
  Depth  As Ys Ix 
  11.90 4.16 5.95 88.60 
Interpolation      
 Y2 Mu    
 3.50 147.00    
 4.00 155.00    
 3.84 152.39    
      
 Vn Qn N N needed  
 208.00 21.04 9.89 10.00  
    20.00  
      
   spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
   12.30 4.50 36.00 
Deflection      
 Yc ACS Y bar I  
 15.74 4.16 10.84 287.83  
      
    WL WD 
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    0.77 0.97 
      
      
 DL Deflection LL Deflection Const. Deflection deflection limit  
 0.46 0.18 0.59 0.68  
      
Partially  ∑ Qn a Y2 
# of Shear 
studs N nedded 
TFL 6 85.20 0.54 4.23 4.05 5.00 
     10.00 
Y2 Mn     
4.00 115.00  Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
4.50 119.00  24.60 4.50 36.00 
4.23 116.83     
      
 DL Deflection  Y2 I  
 0.62  4.00 208.00  
 LL Deflection  4.50 221.00  
 0.25  4.23 213.94  
 
Constr. 
Deflection     
 0.59  Cost   
       
   Full-Beams(Cost/SF)   
   2.66   
   
Partial-
Beams(Cost/SF)   
   2.47   
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Small Beam G- 2.7 to G.1- 2.7 
Scheme 1 20.5X23    
     
Tributiry width Length dead load live load  
8.34 2.50 124.30 100.00  
     
DL-Weight LL-weight T. unfactored weight Total Factored weight T. factored weight 
1036.04 833.50 1869.54 2576.85 2591.25 
     
  
Mu due to weight of 
beam  Mu due to distributed load 
  0.011  2.01 
      
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Total Mu 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 2.02 
     
  Depth  As Ix 
  9.87 3.54 53.80 
Total Mu check    
2.02 ok  total Unfactored weight  
   1881.541  
DL deflection Deflection limit Check   
0.0006 0.08 OK   
LL deflection     
0.000234767     
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Top cantilever G-1 to G-1.2 
Scheme 1 Tributiry width Unfactrored Load load Length 
Mu due to concentrated 
load   
20.5X23   11.07 14.71 1.50 22.07  
       
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Depth  As Ys 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 9.87 3.54 4.94 
       
 Total Mu check   Mu due to weight of beam  
 22.08 ok   0.016  
       
     Ix  
     53.80  
Deflection  Deflection limit Check     
0.0011 0.05 OK     
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Left Girder G-1 to H-1 
Scheme 1 20.5X23     
      
Tributiry 
width Length Live Load Dead Load Wu Required Mu 
3.83 18.50 383.00 801.94 1575.13 67.39 
      
   Be Be be Value 
   46.00 55.50 46.00 
      
Estimated a  Ts Y2   
 1.00 4.50 4.00   
 1.00 4.50 4.00   
      
      
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam W final req Mu  
W10X12 177.00 12.00 1589.53 68.00  
Beam Mn      
118.00  a Y2   
  1.51 3.75   
      
  Depth  As Ys Ix 
  9.87 3.54 4.94 53.80 
Interpolation      
 Y2 Mu    
 3.50 112.00    
 4.00 118.00    
 3.75 114.95    
      
 Vn Qn N N needed  
 177.00 21.04 8.41 9.00  
    18.00  
      
   spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
   12.33 4.50 36.00 
Deflection      
 Yc ACS Y bar I  
 13.62 3.54 9.28 187.17  
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    WL WD 
    0.38 0.81 
      
 DL Deflection 
LL 
Deflection 
Constr. 
Deflection deflection limit Check 
 0.40 0.09 0.32 0.62 OK 
      
      
Partially  ∑ Qn a Y2 Nb of Shear studs N nedded 
TFL 6 68.90 0.59 4.21 3.27 4.00 
     8.00 
      
Y2 Mn  Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
4.00 84.20  27.75 4.50 36.00 
4.50 86.80     
4.21 85.27     
      
 DL Deflection   Y2 I 
 0.51   4.00 142.00 
 LL Deflection   4.50 152.00 
 0.12   4.21 146.13 
 
Constr. 
Deflection check    
 0.32 Ok    
    Cost  
       
    Full-Beams(Cost/SF)  
    4.67  
    
Partial-
Beams(Cost/SF)  
    4.25  
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Bottom Cantilever H-1 to H.1-1 
Scheme 1 Unfactrored Load load Length  
Mu due to concentrated 
load   
20.5X23 24.19 32.60 2.00  65.20  
       
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Depth  As Ys 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 9.87 3.54 4.94 
       
 Total Mu check   Mu due to weight of beam  
 65.23 ok   0.029  
       
     Ix  
     53.80  
Deflection  Deflection limit Check     
0.0060 0.07 OK     
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Top Girder G-1 to G-3.0 
  
Girders: 24X30     
      
 Ru1 F Ru2 F Ru3 F Ru4 F Ru5 F 
 24.48 25.90 24.48 42.28 3.23 
Tributary width Ru1 Dist 
Ru2 
Dist Ru3 Dist Ru4 Dist Ru5 Dist 
22.50 6.17 10.00 13.84 20.00 23.00 
 By Ay     
 55.63 64.75  Girder Length Required Mu 
    30.00 608.92 
      
   Be Be be Value 
Estimated a Ts Y2 270.00 90.00 90.00 
1.00 4.50 4.00    
1.00 4.50 4.00    
   Byu Ayu Moment unfactored 
   40.26 47.21 442.83 
 Uf 1 Uf 2 Uf 3 Uf4 Uf5  
 17.84 19.20 17.84 30.24 2.35 
      
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam Wfinal req Mu unfactored W 
W24X55 810.00 55.00 0.07 616.35 0.06 
Beam Mn      
959.00  a Y2   
  3.53 2.74   
      
Beam weight 
Moment Final Moment     
7.43 616.35 Depth  As Ys Ix 
  23.60 16.20 11.80 1350.00 
Interpolation      
 Y2 Mu  Y2 I 
 2.50 868.00  2.50 3000 
 3.00 898.00  3.00 3120.00 
 2.74 882.12  2.74 3056.47 
      
 Vn Qn N N needed  
 810.00 20.95 38.66 39.00  
    78.00  
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 Conc. Deflection     
 0.83     
 Distr. Weight Deflection  spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
 0.0113  4.62 4.50 36.00 
 Total Deflection     
 0.84     
 deflection limit check    
 1.00 OK    
      
Partially  ∑ Qn a Y2 # of Shear studs N nedded 
TFL 4 545.00 2.37 3.31 25.90 26.00 
     52.00 
      
   Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
   6.92 4.50 36.00 
 Y2 Mn    
 3.00 835.00  Y2 I 
 3.50 855.00  3.00 2770.00 
 3.31 847.51  3.50 2870.00 
    3.31 2832.53 
      
      
      
   
Conc. 
Deflection Distr. Deflection Total Deflection 
 Full-Girder(Cost/SF)  0.890529608 0.012202762 0.90273237 
 3.40     
 Partial-Girder(Cost/SF)     
 3.29     
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Bottom Girder 
  Ru1 F Ru2 F Ru3 F Ru4 F 
Girders:  24.48 4.87 24.48 9.23 
Scheme 1 
Tributary 
width Ru1 Dist Ru2 Dist Ru3 Dist Ru4 Dist 
18x13 16.75 6.17 10.00 13.84 19.00 
 By Ay     
 31.04 32.02    
   Be Be be Value 
 
Girder 
Length Required Mu 201.00 69.00 69.00 
 23.00 236.70    
Estimated a Ts Y2    
1.00 4.50 4.00    
1.00 4.50 4.00 Byu Ayu Moment unfactored 
   23.53 23.73 176.21 
 Uf 1 Uf 2 Uf 3 Uf4 Uf5  
 17.84 3.97 17.84 7.61 0.00 
      
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam Wfinal req Mu unfactored W 
W14x38 558.00 38.00 0.05 239.72 0.04 
Beam Mn      
463.00 a Y2    
 3.17 2.91    
  Depth  As Ys Ix 
  14.10 11.20 7.05 385.00 
Interpolation      
 Y2 Mu  Y2 I 
 2.50 400.00  2.50 894 
 3.00 421.00  3.00 949.00 
 2.91 417.40  2.91 939.58 
      
 Vn Qn N N needed  
 558.00 20.95 26.63 27.00  
    54.00  
      
Beam weight M Final Moment  spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
3.02 239.72  5.11 4.50 36.00 
      
  
Concent. 
Deflection 
Dist Weight 
Defl. T. Deflection deflection check 
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  0.63 0.0088 0.64 0.77 
      
Partially  ∑ Qn A Y2 
Number of Shear 
studs N needed 
TFL 4 297.00 1.69 3.66 14.12 15.00 
     18.00 
   Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
   15.33 4.50 36.00 
      
 Y2 Mn    
 3.50 369.00  Y2 I 
 4.00 380.00  3.50 817.00 
 3.66 372.43  4.00 858.00 
    3.66 829.79 
      
      
  
Concentrated 
Deflection 
Distr. 
Deflection T. Deflection Check 
  0.710983388 0.009942825 0.720926213 Ok 
      
     Full-Girder(Cost/SF) 
     3.26 
     
Partial-
Girder(Cost/SF) 
     2.98 
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Roof 
Infill Beam 
Scheme 1 20.5X23      
       
Tributary 
width Length Live Load Dead Load Wu Required Mu  
7.67 20.50 268.45 539.97 1077.48 56.60  
       
   Be Be be Value  
   92.04 61.50 61.50  
Estimated a  Ts Y2    
 1.00 4.50 4.00    
 1.00 4.50 4.00    
       
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam W final required Mu   
W10X12 177.00 12.00 1091.88 57.36   
Beam Mn       
118.00       
 a Y2     
 1.13 3.94     
       
  Depth  As Ys Ix  
Interpolation  9.87 3.54 4.94 53.80  
 Y2 Mu     
 3.50 112.00     
 4.00 118.00     
 3.94 117.23     
       
 Vn Qn N N needed   
 177.00 21.04 8.41 9.00   
    18.00   
   spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing  
   13.67 4.50 36.00  
Deflection       
 Yc ACS Y bar I WL WD 
 13.81 3.54 9.37 193.08 0.27 0.55 
       
 DL Deflection LL Deflection Constr. Deflection deflection limit   
 0.39 0.10 0.34 0.68   
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Partially  ∑ Qn A Y2 Nb of Shear studs N needed  
TFL 7 44.20 0.28 4.36 2.10 3.00  
          6.00  
       
 Y2 Mn     
 4.00 73.20 Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing  
 4.50 74.80 41.00 4.50 36.00  
 4.36 74.35     
       
 DL Deflection  Y2 I   
 0.62  4.00 117.00   
 LL Deflection  4.50 124.00   
 0.15  4.36 122.03   
 
Constr. 
Deflection      
 0.34      
    Cost   
        
    Full-Beams(Cost/SF)   
    2.30   
    
Partial-
Beams(Cost/SF)   
    2.07   
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Small Beam G- 2.7 to G.1- 2.7 
Scheme 1 20.5X23    
     
 Tributary width Length   
 8.34 2.50   
     
dead load live load DL-Weight LL-weight total weight 
124.35 35.00 1036.46 291.73 1328.18 
     
Total Factored weight T W   Mu due to distributed load 
1710.51 1724.91   1.34 
     
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Total Mu 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 1.35 
     
 Depth  As Ix  
 9.87 3.54 53.80  
       
 Total Mu check   
 1.35 ok  Mu due to weight of beam 
    0.011 
     
    total Un-factored weight 
DL deflection Deflection limit Check  1340.182 
0.0006 0.08 OK   
LL deflection     
8.21686E-05     
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Top cantilever G-1 to G-1.2 
Scheme 1 
Tributary 
width Unfactrored Load load Length 
Mu due to concentrated 
load   
20.5X23   6.42 8.20 1.50 12.30  
       
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Depth  As Ys 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 9.87 3.54 4.94 
       
 Total Mu check   Mu due to weight of beam  
 12.32 ok   0.016  
       
     Ix  
     53.80  
Deflection  Deflection limit Check     
0.0007 0.05 OK     
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Left Girder G-1 to H-1 
Scheme 1 20.5X23      
       
Tributary 
width Length Live Load Dead Load Wu Required Mu  
3.83 18.50 134.05 547.69 871.71 37.29  
       
   Be Be be Value  
   46.00 55.50 46.00  
       
Estimated a  Ts Y2    
 1.00 4.50 4.00    
 1.00 4.50 4.00    
       
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam W final required Mu   
W10X12 177.00 12.00 886.11 37.91   
Beam Mn       
118.00 a Y2     
 1.51 3.75     
       
  Depth  As Ys Ix  
  9.87 3.54 4.94 53.80  
Interpolation       
 Y2 Mu     
 3.50 112.00     
 4.00 118.00     
 3.75 114.95     
       
Vn Qn N N needed    
177.00 21.04 8.41 9.00    
   18.00    
       
  spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing   
  12.33 4.50 36.00   
Deflection       
 Yc ACS Y bar I WL WD 
 13.62 3.54 9.28 187.17 0.13 0.56 
       
 DL Deflection LL Deflection Constr. Deflection Deflection limit   
 0.27 0.03 0.11 0.62   
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Partially  ∑ Qn a Y2  of Shear studs N needed  
TFL 7 44.20 0.38 4.31 2.10 3.00  
     6.00  
       
Y2 Mn  Spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing  
4.00 73.20  37.00 4.50 36.00  
4.50 74.80      
4.31 74.20      
       
 DL Deflection  Y2 I   
 0.44  4.00 110.00   
 LL Deflection  4.50 117.00   
 0.05  4.31 114.36   
 Constr. Deflection      
 0.11      
   Cost    
        
   Full-Beams(Cost/SF)    
   4.67    
   
Partial-
Beams(Cost/SF)    
   4.17    
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Bottom Cantilever H-1 to H.1-1 
Scheme 1 Unfactrored Load load Length  
Mu due to concentrated 
load   
20.5X23 13.11 17.04 2.00  34.08  
       
beam size Beam Mn W beam W final Depth  As Ys 
W10X12 118.00 12.00 14.40 9.87 3.54 4.94 
       
 Total Mu check   Mu due to weight of beam  
 34.11 ok   0.029  
       
     Ix  
     53.80  
Deflection  Deflection limit Check     
0.0032 0.07 OK     
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Top Girder G-1 to G-3.0 
Girders: Ru1 F Ru2 F Ru3 F Ru4 F Ru5 F Girder Length 
Scheme 1 11.19 17.06 11.19 17.06 1.48 30.00 
       
Tributary 
width Ru1 Dist Ru2 Dist Ru3 Dist Ru4 Dist Ru5 Dist Required Mu 
22.25 6.17 10.00 13.84 20.00 23.00 290.52 
By Ay       
25.66 32.32   Be Be be Value 
    267.00 90.00 90.00 
Estimated a Ts Y2     
1.00 4.50 4.00     
1.00 4.50 4.00  Byu Ayu 
Moment 
unfactored 
    19.30 24.31 222.64 
Uf 1 Uf 2 Uf 3 Uf4 Uf5    
8.41 12.84 8.41 12.84 1.11   
       
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam Wfinal req Mu unfactored W  
W18X35 515.00 35.00 0.04 295.25 0.04  
Beam Mn       
496.00  a Y2    
  2.24 3.38    
   Depth  As Ys Ix 
   17.70 10.30 8.85 510.00 
Interpolation       
 Y2 Mu  Y2 I  
 3.00 457.00  3.00 1230  
 3.50 477.00  3.50 1300.00  
 3.38 472.12  3.38 1282.92  
       
Vn Qn N N needed spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing 
515.00 20.95 24.58 25.00 7.20 4.50 36.00 
   50.00    
       
     
Beam weight 
Moment Final Moment 
     4.73 295.25 
Conc. 
Deflection Distr. Weight Deflection 
T. 
deflection Deflection limit    
0.99 0.0171 1.01 1.00    
       
       
Partially NOT Applicable      
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Bottom Girder 
Girders: Ru1 F Ru2 F Ru3 F Ru4 F Ru5 F 
Girder 
Length 
Scheme 1 11.19 17.06 11.19 17.06 1.48 30.00 
       
Tributiry 
width Ru1 Dist Ru2 Dist Ru3 Dist Ru4 Dist Ru5 Dist Required Mu 
22.25 6.17 10.00 13.84 20.00 23.00 290.52 
By Ay       
25.66 32.32  Be Be be Value  
   267.00 90.00 90.00  
Estimated a Ts Y2     
1.00 4.50 4.00     
1.00 4.50 4.00     
       
   Byu Ayu 
Moment 
unfactored  
   19.30 24.31 222.64  
Uf 1 Uf 2 Uf 3 Uf4 Uf5    
8.41 12.84 8.41 12.84 1.11   
       
beam size  ∑ Qn Wbeam Wfinal req Mu unfactored W  
W18X35 515.00 35.00 0.04 295.25 0.04  
Beam Mn       
496.00 a Y2     
 2.24 3.38     
  Depth  As Ys Ix  
  17.70 10.30 8.85 510.00  
Interpolation       
 Y2 Mu  Y2 I  
 3.00 457.00  3.00 1230  
 3.50 477.00  3.50 1300.00  
 3.38 472.12  3.38 1282.92  
       
Vn Qn N N needed    
515.00 20.95 24.58 25.00    
   50.00    
       
   spacing Min Spacing Max Spacing  
   7.20 4.50 36.00  
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Beam weight 
Moment Final Moment  
    4.73 295.25  
Conc. 
Deflection Distr. Weight Deflection 
T. 
deflection Deflection limit    
0.99 0.0171 1.01 1.00    
       
       
Partially NOT Applicable      
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Column G1.2 
  Bay 1    
20.5X23      
Length K KL    
10 0.65 6.5    
  Floor rxn 1 floor rxn 2 floor rxn 3  floor load Total all floors load 
 65.8 17.77 0.03631 83.60631 167.21262 
      
 roof rxn 1 roof rxn 2 roof rxn 3  total roof load 
 32.85 13.86 0.0298  46.7398 
      
     Total load acting on columns 
     213.95242 
 column size Pn Rx Ry Ag  
W12x58 714.5 5.28 2.51 17  
      
KL/Rx KL/Ry short/long    
14.77272727 31.07569721 short    
      
Fe Fcr Pn Pu/Pn check  
296.0844038 46.58795763 712.7957517 0.300159505 OK  
      
only Bf is adequate, therefore column should be adjusted to fit the top girder W24x55 
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Column H1 
  Bay 1    
20.5X23      
Length K KL    
10 0.65 6.5    
  Floor rxn 1 floor rxn 2 floor rxn 3  floor load Total all floors load 
 14.71 32.63 0 47.34 94.68 
      
 roof rxn 1 roof rxn 2 roof rxn 3  total roof load 
 8.19 17.07    25.26 
      
     Total load acting on columns 
     119.94 
 column size Pn Rx Ry Ag  
W12x58 714.5 5.28 2.51 17  
      
KL/Rx KL/Ry short/long    
14.77272727 31.07569721 short    
      
Fe Fcr Pn Pu/Pn check  
296.0844038 46.58795763 712.7957517 0.168266996 OK  
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First Floor Column G1.2 
  Bay 1    
20.5X23      
length K KL    
12 0.65 7.8    
  Floor rxn 1 floor rxn 2 floor rxn 3  floor load Total all floors load 
 65.8 17.77 0.03631 83.60631 334.42524 
      
 roof rxn 1 roof rxn 2 roof rxn 3  total roof load 
 32.85 13.86 0.0298  46.7398 
      
     Total load acting on columns 
     381.16504 
 column size   Pn Rx Ry Ag 
W12x58   800.6 5.28 3.02 19.1 
      
KL/Rx KL/Ry short/long    
17.72727273 30.99337748 short    
      
Fe Fcr Pn Pu/Pn check  
297.6593181 46.6053835 801.1465423 0.475774431 OK  
      
only Bf is adequate, therefore column should be adjusted to fit the bottom girder W24x55 
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First Floor Column H1 
length K KL    
12 0.65 7.8    
  Floor rxn 1 floor rxn 2 floor rxn 3  floor load Total all floors load 
 14.71 32.63 0 47.34 189.36 
      
 roof rxn 1 roof rxn 2 roof rxn 3  total roof load 
 8.19 17.07    25.26 
      
     Total load acting on columns 
     214.62 
 column size Pn Rx Ry Ag  
W12x65 800.6 5.28 3.02 19.1  
      
KL/Rx KL/Ry short/long    
17.72727273 30.99337748 short    
      
Fe Fcr Pn Pu/Pn check  
297.6593181 46.6053835 801.1465423 0.267891064 OK  
      
only Bf is adequate, therefore column should be adjusted to fit the bottom girder W14x38 
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Foundation Spreadsheets 
 
The same format used for the design of the members was also used for the design of the 
foundation. Where, the highlighted items needs to be inputted into the excel sheet. 
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Footing 1, Load (1058.14), Borehole #1.  
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Footing 1, Load (1058.14), Borehole #2 
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Footing 1, Load (1058.14), Borehole #3 
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Footing 2, Load (627.1), Borehole #1 
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Footing 2, Load (627.1), Borehole #2 
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Footing 2, Load (627.1), Borehole #3 
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Footing 3, Load (381.16), Borehole #1 
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Footing 3, Load (381.16), Borehole #2 
 
200 
 
Footing 3, Load (381.16), Borehole #3 
Appendix D: Beams and Girders Properties. 
This appendix consists of detailed information about the beams and girders designed. A 
sketch of the designed section is provided in Figure 38 showing the location and the name of 
each designed member. It includes the actual member sizes computed, the final member sizes 
suggested to be used, and the moment capacity for each size; since the final member sizes were 
selected and categorized according to their moment capacity. 
 
Figure 38. Location of the designed members. 
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Beam and Girder Design for Second to Fifth Floor 
Left Side 
Table 14  
Beams and girders properties (Left side- second to fifth floor . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bay  Member 
location 
Actual  Member 
size 
Moment 
capacity 
Final member 
size 
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Middle Side of the Building 
Table 15  
Beams and girders properties (Middle side-second to fifth floor). 
 Member 
location 
Actual Member 
Size 
Moment 
Capacity 
Final Member 
Size 
Bay 1  Infill beam for 
bedroom 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 Infill beam for 
Storage 
W12x14 155 W12x16 
 C.5-7 to E-7 W18x50 613 W24x55 
 C.5-6 to C.5-7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-6 to E-7 W10x17 170 W12x16 
 C.5-6 to E-6 W18x60 696 W24x55 
Bay 2 Infill beam for 
bedroom 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 Infill beam for 
storage 
W10x15 149 W12x16 
 E-6 to F.5-6 W16x31 409 W18x35 
 E-7 to F.5-7 W16x26 341 W18x35 
 F.5-6 to F.5-7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 3   Infill beam (1) W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-7 to C.5-8 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 4  Infill beam(1) W10x26 262 W12x26 
 F.5-7 to F.5-8 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-7 to E-8 W10X22 221 W12x26 
Bay 5  Infill beam 
bedroom 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 Infill beam 
kitchen 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-8 to E-9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-8 to C.5-9 W12x14 155 W12x16 
 C.5-8 to E-8 W16x26 341 W18x35 
 C.5-9 to E-9 W18x35 415 W18x35 
Bay 6  Infill beam for 
bedrooms 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 Infill beam for 
toilet 
W10x22 221 W12x26 
 E-8 to F.5-9 W18x50 613 W24x55 
 E-8 to E-9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-9 to F.5-9 W18x60 868 W24x55 
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Beam and Girder Design for the Roof for the Left Side 
Table 16  
Beams and girders properties (Left side- roof). 
 
 
 Member 
location 
Actual  Member 
size 
Moment 
capacity 
Final member 
size 
Bottom Bay  Infill beam  W10x12 118 W10x12 
 J-3 to H.1-3 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 J-2 to H.1-2 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 J-2 to J-3  W10x12 118 W10x12 
 H.1-2 to H.1-3  W10x26 262 W12x26 
Bay 1 Infill  beams W10x12 118 W10x12 
 G-2.7 to G.1-2.7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 G-1 to G-1.2 W 10x12 118 W10x12 
 G-1 to H-1 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 H-1 to H.1-1 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 2 Infill beam  W12x14 155 W12x16 
 Infill beam for 
HVAC 
W12x26 290 W12x26 
 E.3-1.2 to G-1.2 W12x14 155 W12x16 
 G1.2 to G-3 W18x35 496  
Bay 3 Infill beams W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-3.2 to F-3.2 W18x35 496 W18x35 
 E-4.9 to F-4.9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 4  Infill beams W12x14 155 W12x16 
 F-3.2 to F-4.9 W12x22 247 W12x26 
 F-4.9 to G-4.9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 G-3 to G-4.9 W14x22 265 W12x26 
 F-3.2 to G-3.2 W27x48 1340 W27x48 
Bay 5  Infill beams W10x12 118 W10x12 
 D.4-1.2  to E.3-
1.2 
W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E.3-1.2 to E.3 
3.2 
W18x46 661 W24x55 
Bay 7 Infill beams (1) W10x12 118 W10x12 
 D-5 to D-6 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 8 Infill beams (1) W10x12 118 W10x12 
 F-5 to F-6 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-5 to F-6 W10x12 118 W10x12 
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Middle Side 
Table 17  
Beams and girders properties(Middle side- roof). 
 Member 
location 
Actual Member 
Size 
Moment 
Capacity 
Final Member 
Size 
Bay 1  Infill beam  W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-7 to E-7 W18x35 415 W18x35 
 C.5-6 to C.5-7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-6 to E-7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-6 to E-6 W18x35 415 W18x35 
Bay 2 Infill beam s W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-6 to F.5-6 W12x26 290 W12x26 
 E-7 to F.5-7 W12x26 290 W12x26 
 F.5-6 to F.5-7 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 3   Infill beam (1) W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-7 to C.5-8 W10x12 118 W10x12 
Bay 4  Infill beam(1) W10x12 118 W10x12 
 F.5-7 to F.5-8 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-7 to E-8 W10X12 118 W10x12 
Bay 5  Infill beams W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-8 to E-9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-8 to C.5-9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 C.5-8 to E-8 W14x22 265 W12x26 
 C.5-9 to E-9 W16x26 341 W18x35 
Bay 6  Infill beams W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-8 to F.5-8 W16x36 473 W18x35 
 E-8 to E-9 W10x12 118 W10x12 
 E-9 to F.5-9 W16x45 600 W24x55 
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Appendix E: Primavera 
This appendix consists of the primavera work computed for the WPI-New Residence 
Hall. This section includes two parts of the Time and Scheduling process which are date 
calculation of activities based on CSI index and schema of activity relationships with each other. 
Basically, date calculation of activities shows how many days each activity needs in order to be 
completed. However, the activity relationship shows how to properly follow the activity 
processes. 
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Appendix F: Permits 
 
This appendix includes sample permits that are usually needed for residential construction. 
Application to construct repair renovate change the use or occupancy of any building other than 
a one or two family dwelling 
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Code Enforcement Zoning Approval Form 
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Application for Mechanical Permit 
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Application for Revision of Building Permit 
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Application for Permit to Do Plumbing 
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Application for Sunrooms 
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Driveway Opening Procedure 
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Application for a Permit to Perform Electrical Work 
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Fire Extinguishing Equipment New System Description Sheet 
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Alteration of Existing Systems (Fire Extinguishing Equipment System Description Sheet) 
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Massachusetts Uniform Application for Permit to Do Gas Fitting 
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Appendix F: Stair Case and Elevator Drawings 
 
Stair Case Drawings 
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Elevator Design Drawings 
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Appendix G: Building Drawings for Management Purposes 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
